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IHTSODUCriOli 
In th« Iftst two deoitd«« and •spocially in the last few year* oatalyeis 
hae asaumed outstaading iaportance in industrial ohemiatry. It has myma. 
been considered Aiaerioa*s nraet potent secret weajMjn in World War II (26). 
The ad-ranceisent of the petrolem industry towards the production of super 
fuels, toluene, and raw materials for synthetic rubber has been a direct 
result of the application of catalysis. Catalysts have aided the develop­
ment of B»rgarine, rubbers, resins, plastics, and rmny of the newer syn­
theses of organic ehemicala. Many of the recent developiBBnts on the 
production of liquid fuels from tars, lignite, peat, and coal hare been 
aided by catalytic hydrogen at ion. These spectacular adiranoes on the in­
dustrial scale have been paralleled by adrances in the theoretical aspects. 
The definition of catalysis has undergone laodification since its 
introduction by Berselius in 1836. At the present, it is used to describe 
all processes in which the rate of a reaction is influenced by a substance 
called a catalyst. The criteria of catalysis are as followsi (a) The 
catalyst is unchanged ohesiioally at the and of the reaction. Physical 
alteration of the catalyst is excluded, for physical change does occur in 
the HMiJority of oases, as, for example, the roughening of the platinum 
gauze in the oxidation of anaoaia. (b) A snail aaount of catalyst is 
often sufficient to bring about a considerable aciount of reaction. This 
is the principal practical advantage of a catalytic agent. As a general 
rule, the rate of a catalytic reaction is proportional to the concentration 
of the catalyst, (c) The catalyst does not affeot the position of equi-
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libriu» in «. rmrsibl* r® act ion. This follows trcm th* second law of 
tlienM>4^a»ie*l if th« eatalyst is m<^uk&^d at end of tlM roaetioa 
it oanaot ooaaitribute energy to tho system. Ib oasos iritioro aooaleration of 
a roaotioa oeotirs, solootiilty may also rosult, so that the catalyst diroets 
tlMr roaotioa along a partieular path «ta«B sevoral jMiths are availablo* Sineo 
tho aoops of eatalysis is gargsntuan aM this st«dy applios to hotorogeiieoiui 
catalysis, that is, increasing the rate of a reaction in a two or more 
phase systeB, the disoussion henceforth will be limited to this classifi­
cation , 
The systematic in-restigations of Sabatier and his associates using 
vapor-phase catalysis, and the pioneering work of Ipatisff using high 
pressure, liquid-phase catalysis, at the turn of the centtiry, laid the 
foundation for laost of the subsaquent derelopmonts of catalytic experi-
Bssatation. In the developaant of a catalytic process there are two 
factors of laajor consideration. The first concerns the ooapoaition a 
system attains at equilibriiaa under selected conditicns, rcermodynamics 
furnishes the basis for selecting the conditions for the reaction. The 
second is the rate at which the coaposition of the system changes or can 
be changed. Unlike the first factor, there is no exact science to aid in 
selecting the meaas for accelerating chemical reactions. It is almost 
needless to sention that the applications of catalysis hare evolved in 
large part from an empirical basis rather than from any generalised 
theory. Practical catalysis may be called an art, and experience and 
background are of treaandous aid. The enonnous amount of research on 
catalysts, however, has fxa-nished certain guides that aid iBoaeasiurably 
in narrowing the field for th* choice of a catalyst. For example, nickel 
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or eoj^^r or eortftia ohmoito* uro lounm to favor hydrogotiati^, kAmtom 
eertadtt oxi4*« llko mlvmt&M. or ttBigst«K oxido proaoto 
t^ial and error awthoda havo to b« onpl^jrod* 
1%i» ati^7 was dovotod to tho oxt«Qsio» and dflrralopBent of a OD^ooa 
oxido oataXyit, initialXy dltoovarod by liKuiol(32) for tho high prosswoj, 
llquid-^iaso IqrdrogaBatitm of furfural* Fturftral mui originally ohoaca aa 
a Imsis of atudy tat aovoral roasona* Furfural is a substaneo which oan 
bo produeod in onorsous quantitios at low eost froai agrieultvural tnastos* 
and its availability as a raw oatorial aakos possibXo its transfonaatioa 
into now prodaota. Its uso is a aattar of ooBroeroial intorost* Miller (33) 
had imiviously shown that tbs l^rogonation of furff»>«X to furfuryX aleelM>l 
ai^ tatra^S^ofurfuryl aloohol was thorBO^^amioally ]^8iblo« Booauso 
thoro aro soimral roaotifflas possible in the t^fdroganation of furfural, a 
eatal^t ea;«bl« of solootivity nay detemino the ootxrse of tho i^drogen-
atioB* Pronotion of tho oatalyst was fouad to bo noMssary* Caleitos 
oxidoy added meohasioally to tho oufrous oxide, was foui^ to bo the best 
priHio^r, but the sizture lacked stability for the eatalytio :redticticm of 
Icettmos* This proa^^ted the work of Stewart (43) for a sooondary pnmoter 
a^ioh would exterad the stability of the oatalyst* Tanadiun tetroxido was 
the best stabiliser iatestigated* Stanerson (42) studied the adsorptivo 
oapaoity of the ouprous oxide wd its mixtures in order to eon^late 
adsorbing power and eatalytio aetivity and oast SOMS light cea prtoaoter 
aotion* 
S|y deteminine the optiaun proportions of the three ingredients in 
tto oatalyst it waa hoped to extend the aoope of tho oatalyst. The 
sttbstitutiw of ether allcaline earth oxidea for tho eaXoiua oxide was 
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iavsstiptted la inr^r to atud^ th* lM»h*vier of tha prcHootsr <m eftt&ljrtie 
Mti'vitjr* 
msfmicAL 
Cuprous oxide ims first obserred to fvaaotion as a hydrogenating 
eat»ilyst Hansel (32) ia 1956» Cmn&r, Polkers, end Adkias(ll) h«d 
previeaily refxsirted tiuit e Mxtiire ef onio'otis oxide and ohrc^un (III) 
oxide «as &ot aeti-ve for tite hydrogenatiea of uoetone at 200^ C» md 
ISO to 250 atffioepheres of pressore. They concluded that the copper had 
to be in the divalent state in order to be active, Msnxel found, it «a« 
neeessar;^ to srepare the ov^ovta oxide by addifig a soditnt l^roxide 
solution to a solution containing copper (II) nitrate aad dextsrose* The 
dark red eu|>rous oxide so i^pared ims in a very finely di-rided state* 
Cf^seroial eufrtma oxLdm of high pisrity kdA ^wt prepared Toy reduotion 
with ^ 2 fouBd to be inaetive. The euproas oxide was readily re­
dded i^drogea imd for it to fmotios as a catalyst it was Koeessary 
to aM aeehanically a seeond oxid«« notably oaleiwa oxide, whioh allowed 
t)»» iQrdrogimatiffiSi of furf^al to prooeed readily in a high pressure appa» 
ratcts at 180^ to ZST^ C* In view of the faet that eopreoipitation for a 
Multi-coi^onsnt eatalyst is usually considered the optimum method of 
precipitation (18), it is indeed eurprieing to find that cuprous oxide 
»siohaJ3ioally groimd with oaloim oxide possessed aetivity eoraparable to 
copper chrosdte, a coprecipitatad catalyst widely used in organic re­
ductions. Caprio oxide, barlmi oxide, and ohr(»lm (111) oxide grotaad 
together aad heated to 450*^ C» for finv ndmites was shown to be aetive 
in the h^dFo^eaaMtim ^  etl^l ^ phenylpropioiMite to Y* i^ZQrlpropanol 
but ef far lees aotivity than the oopreeijdtated copper chr<»slte eatalysts 
(s). 
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A review of the catalytic hydrogenRti on of furfxaral has been made (32) 
posciblo ^oduete are listed in tlMi following sohMm (2)f 
totralqrdrofurfuryl alcohol > l«&»pentaasdlol 
t 7" 
furfural > furfuryl aloohol > l,2-p9ntanediol 
methylfuran (eylvan) > n. and s. anyl 
alcohols 
nethyltetrahydrofuran 
The cuprous oxide catalyst promoted with caloiun oxide has been shown by 
tienxel to be very active for the production of furfuryl alcohol with very 
small amounts of sylvan being produced. Prolonged drastic treatBisnt can 
be expected to cause rupture of the furan nucleus and the formation of the 
pentanediols. Copper chrowite oatalyst is not active for the addition of 
hydrogen to the furan nucleus, consequently it is to be expected that 
Cu20-^a0 will behave analogously. The formation of the sylvan may be 
elittinated by careful control of the temperature. The temperature of the 
bosft) in Men>el*8 hydrogenations reached 237® C. which was sufficiently 
high for hydrogenolysis to occur. 
Hsnzel determined the optimum conditions for the preparation of 
active cuprous oxide and investigated the use of various oxides and hy­
droxides of the alkaline earth group as promoters for t^e catalyst. Be 
fovmd that calcium oxide was the best promoter aaong the following cost-
pounds t CaO, &a(0S)2* Ca(0H)2, MgO, BaO, Ba(0E)2*8H20. Various attempts 
were mS» to prepare a aore active oatalyst by copreoipitating oaloiua 
hydroxide with the cuprous oxide, but the activity of these catalysts did 
not approach that of cuprous oxide mixed with calcium oxide. The sethod 
of preparation of the active cuprous oxide did not land itself to the 
formtiim of » eo^reoipitftted e&talyat. The eo^pHuricims of efttal^tie 
activity vera aade by following the drop in pressure of hydrogen in a high 
pressure boab with time, as the boab was heated to 237® C» The initial 
pressiire of hydrogen was the saas in any set of oomparisons* Inoreaeing 
this initial pressurfi was found to produce a faster rate of reaction. 
Polkers and Adkins (16) obtained a 28-fold increase in the rate of hydrogen-
ation of ethyl laurate by changing the initial pressure from 100 to 300 
atsKispheres. Mensel observed that the activities of cuprous oxide-oalcium 
oxide end certain copper ohromits catalysts were very similar. The weight 
ratio of CttgO to CaO was 10 to 5«81« 
In applying the catalyst, CugO-CaO, to the hydrogenation of other 
compounds it was stated that other aldehydes were readily hydrogenated 
but ketones were not. The cuprous oxide was reduced to free copper, 
which was relatively inert, furnishing strong evidence for the activity 
of the cuprous oxide as such and not as free copper, ffais result indicated 
the cuprous oxide-oaloium oxide mixture, as used by MesLsel, had a low sta­
bility and that its activity could be destroyed under comparatively mild 
conditions. 
Stewart (43) investigated the addition of a seoondar;'- uroawjter iu 
order to stabilise the cuprous oxide-ca1citm oxide mixture against re­
duction, Copper chromite catalysts have been stabilised by coprecipitating 
oaloium, aagnesiUR, or barium hydroxides or carbonates with the coppar-
chroBdum hydroxidee (11). It was considered that the alkaline earth coat-
povmd had a greater effect regarding stability against reduction of the 
copper-ohroraiua oxide and subsequent inactivation than regarding promotion. 
Larson and Brooks (27) found that where two promoters were quite different 
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«k«Bde»ll7 ia the sy&thAsic of •omo&ia, a mieh gre^lwr ofToet m« produeod 
t^«si if thoy olosely alllod or tt«od sofiurfttely. Alaqiuist asd Crltt«Bd«& 
(5) r»port«d that the addition of a difficultly ft»ibl« oxide, aeidie in 
nature, to a basie oxide for promoters in synthetic aaBo&ia iron catalyst* 
gate sxeollent results. Henoe, Stewart considered the addition of aeidie 
oxides to the baaie cuprous oxide and ealoitra oxide would stabilise the 
catalyst by the formation of loose ohemioal ooabinatione (47). fte appli­
cation of the principle of copreoipitation to OUJHTOUS oxide and an aeidie 
oxide was isqioseible as the cuprous oxide auat be precipitated in a strongly 
basic medium. HoweTsr, he was able to prepare catalysts consisting of 
CrgOj'xHgO, lto(OH)g, and CO(0H)2 copreci pita ted with etiprous 
oxide and dried under vacuum at room teaporature for extended periods. 
Drying at elevated teaperatures was found to render the cuprous oxide in-
aetive due to sintering. The results of these catalysts in the hydrogena-
tion of furfural were poor in ooaparison to the mechanically mixed oupi^^us 
oxide and calciv® oxide. The excess water of hyiratioa in these promoters 
was thought to be the cause of the low catalytic aotivity. 
next phase of Stewart** investigation ooncerned the prei»ration 
of oxides fro® hydroxides or hydrated oxides by dehydration at reduced 
preeeures and 200® to 260® C. The oxides were obtained in a fine state 
of subdivision in order that intimate contact between the proraoter and 
catalyst by aeehanieal mixing could be achieved. Catalysts containing 
cuprous oxide, calcium oxide and the following oxides were less active than 
the cuprous oxide«^aloiuia oxide mixture and were regarded as unsati sfactory t 
AljOg, EnO, SnO, CoO, sad MogOs- ^iow of Adkins• (2) use of chromium 
in his oopper-ehroniiw oxide catalyst, chromiunt (ill) oxide prepared by 
dehydration of Cr(OH)j was tested and fovjnd to promote the cuprous oxide-
ealoim oxide mixture. Chroraium (ill) oxide prepared froa Cr(803)5 
found to be far inferior to that prepared from the hydroxide. The addi­
tion of CrgOj to a aiixture of ouprio oxide and caloiun oxide, whioh ap-
proaohes the ooaposition of the copper chro®ite oatalyst, ims found to 
disiinish the catalytic activity of a i^chanically mixed sample of cupric 
oxide and oalcim oxide. It was concluded that the CrgOj functions much 
more effectively as a promoter for CttgO than for CuO. Stewart, upon 
examination of the used catalysts, concluded the cupric oxide was reduced 
in the course of the hydrogenation to cuprous oxide whish was the actual 
catalyst. This may also be true of the ouprio oxide in Adkins' copper 
chrofflite catalyst. It aay be suggested that X-ray sxasdnation of oopper 
ohroaite catalyst before and after use in hydrogenation would bo of aid in 
establishing this poiat. 
The last phase of Stewart's work was on vanadium tetroxide as the 
secondary promoter or stabiliser whioh proved to be the most effective 
of all the substances investigated for the hydrogenation of furfural. 
It is compared in Table 1 with runs on sotae of the other catalysts (43). 
The cuprous oxide-oalcium oxide promoted with or CrgOj had approx-
iiaately the same activity as oopper chromite. 
••XO— 
ZABLH 1 
St««ftrt*« fisatdt* OB the Ify<drog«iMtl<m 
of Thr«« Moles of Porfural at 600 Initial Praacurc 
Catalyst 
S*8g« 
Cis^O Cr20s CaO 
S.eg. 2.8g. 2.@| 
^204 CaO 
S.8g. 2.8s. 2,S| 
CbO 
S.Sg. 
TgO^ CaO 
6«8g. 2.8g» 2.6g< 
Copper Chroffiito 
e.sg. (11) 
5.^. 2.8g. 2.8g. 
Temperature Tiaa required for 
at start of pressure drop of 
If^jrdrogMtatioB 228 p.s«i« 
(C.) (alB.) 
CaO 
2.eg. 
CaO 
2.8g. 
166 
137 
1«4 
U9 
151 
138 
118 
37 
31 
26 
41 
24 
26 
43 
Wsieiww pressure 
drop ia SHsiaate 
iaterral 
(p.s.i.) 
62 
70 
74 
49 
71 
70 
30 
±&eetoidisaeae used as i^j^drogea aooeptcnr. 
S-uer^rt e<meladed the euprous oxida-T&nadiuzB tatroxide-calcim oxide 
(weight ratio s 10t4.88t4«83) catalyst produeed a narked increase orrer 
ottproos oxide-oaloium oxidoi^ aad greatly shorteRdd the period of tisM 
aeoessary to bring the catalyst to its full activity after hydrogenation 
was initiated. fh« i^ititHi of vaaadiuB tetroxide to oaprio oxido'^caleitm 
oxide also produced an inereased activity and the catalyst was nearly as 
aetiTS as cuprous oxide«>-vanadiaB tetroxide-caloitm oxide. Vanadium 
tetroxide and caloima oxide also promoted a copper metal catalyst. The 
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catalyst ooraposed of ouproua oxida-chromium (III) oxida-calcium oxida had 
an activity ocmparable to euprous oxide-vanadium tetroxide-oalcium oxide 
but CrgOj prepared at low temperatures is known to possesa dehydrating 
properties whereas vanadium oxides have only slight dehydrating power (39). 
Therefore the use of VgO^ would not reduce the selectivity of the hydrogena-
ting capacity of the cuprous oxide* The hydrogen&tion of aoetophenone pro­
ceeded quite satisfactorily although the rate of reaction was much slower 
than in the case of furfural, but the temperature of activation was re­
markably low. Stewart stated that siaall anounts of VgO^ were insufficient 
for preventing the reduction of cuprous oxide and that relatively large 
amounts were necessary. Bo experimental evidence is given to support 
this statesjent. Of the oxides investigated, vanadium tetroxide was the 
nost acidic, and the most effective supplementary proiaoters possessed 
acidic properties« 
The following discussion is a review of the results obtained by 
Stanerson (42) who investigated the oorrelation of adsorption and catalytic 
activity of cuprous oxide and its promoters. It was hoped that the ad­
sorption sieasureaents would be fruitful in explaining the action of promoters 
on cuprous oxide. He obtained a fair qualitative oorrelation between ad-
sorptive ability and catalytic activity based on the followingi (a) the 
temperature at vhioh hydrogenation starts, (b) the moles of hydrogen used 
during hydrogenation, (c) the average rate of hydrogenation, (d) ths 
wmximm rate of hydrogenation, and (e) the tosqparature at which the asxiitiua 
rate of hj^rogenation occurs. 
A review of the literature has been Biade (42) and no previous work 
has been reported on the adsorption of hydrogen by cuprous oxide. Stanerson 
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fotttd that thi» ftdsorption of hydrogon by cuprous oxide-e«loiua oxide 
(neight rfttio • 10t5«81) took plau»e with suoh a velocity th&t equilibriuit 
«&s reaehed in two hours or less if Idie tei^rattire vas 57® C> or higher* 
The higher the temperature the more rapidly equilibrium was attained. The 
adsorpti^ of l^droeea <m this oatalyst at 100° C« is essestially ncm-
rerereible which is eharaeteristie of activated adsorption or chemisorption. 
Priaary or phyi^eal adsorpticm is wry sli^t at t«n|>eratttre« as high as 
100® C. 
The addition of promoters to the cuprous oxide was shown to exert a 
tremendous effect on the adsorptive capacity. The voluns in milliliters 
of hydrogen (S.T.P.) adsorbed, neasured at 100® C., by enough oatalyst 
to oontais lOOg* of cuprous oxide or by enough oos^und to proffi>te lOOg. 
of cuprous oxide (in the case of CaO and VgO^) was plotted versus the 
pressure. At 20 em* of a»roury pressure the following mxaSsmr of ral* of 
^drogen a^orbed were obtained! (a) Ca^O - 2 ml*, CaO - 1 sl«, CujO * CaO -
58 ml*, (b) CBgO - Z al., TgO^ - 0*2 al., CaO - 0*9 ml., CugO • V2O4 + CaO 
^i^t ratio • lOs4*8St4*83) - 1S20 k1* Ihe letters (a) and (b) refer to 
different oatalyst preparatitms. Praotioally a TCXJ-fold increase in ad­
sorption was aoco^lished by promoting cuprous oxid« with T2O4 and CaO« 
idiereae cuprous oxide-calcium oxide showed only a SO-fold increase* Grif­
fith and Kill (20), using nolybdenum as a catalyst and silica as the pro-
»eter, found that adsorption of hydrogen increased as the inroaoter was 
increased^ but they did not obtain worm than a SO-fold increase in adsorp­
ticm* Lewis and Taylor (2S) found that magnesium oxide promoted a copper 
catalyst in its adsorptive capacity and that it prevented sintering of 
the oatalyst* Sintering renders a oatalyst inactive for adsorption and 
-15-
oftt»lytie aeti-rity* 
Th« aext phase of Stanereon'* work was concerned with the comparison 
of catalysts used for adsorption and for catalytic actlirlty. The catalytle 
activity wae deteriained by plotting drop in pressure against ti®e, as fur­
fural was hydrogenated, using the saate apparatus as the prevlotis inreeti-
gators (52) (43), these results are compared in Table 2. Three molee of 
furfural were eiaployed and an initial hydrogen pressure of 553 to 583 p*G«i. 
The cuprous oxlde-ranadiua tetroxide-calcium oxida estalyst had the fastest 
rate of adsorption of all the catalysts studied and copper ohromite had the 
slowest. 
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fAms 2 
Adsorption and Catalytlo Activity of CBtalysts 
l^ployttd by (42) 
"telw of " fi>» 
lo« 8d« 1^ &t stftTt of h^rof^m ^roscor* drop of 
roftotioB ttsod ZQQ p.s.i* (sIb.) 
« c. 
6 Copper Chroaite 76 139 3.24 101 
46 CvigO * BaO 55 167 2,78 143 
4A Cu204?2O4-t-OAO 36 157 3.24 137 
2A •+> CaO ' 21 157 2.7S (205) 
34 CUgO •(> CaO 3 172 3,25 170 
4D CugQ + SrO 1 171 1.8 -
$ OttgO 1 177 1.29 -
1 165 2.69 181 
40 CU2O 4> MgO none 172 3.28 185 
e c«^o(< Di. )+CaO none itunotivo m . 
8.6g. CugO usad from preparfctiona 2, 3, and i, except in nuaO^er 4A 
*ii®re 5*»g* CugO+S.Sg. VgO^+S.Sg. CaO was used. 
0.0893 moles of alk&llne earth oxide used. 
8.6g. of copper ohrosiite %»ed (11), 
^ ad. of hydrogen adsorbed based on 8«6g. CugO at a pressure of 10 OB* 
® C«0 obtained by heating Ca(0H)2 prejwred froa CaiBOg)^ with KaOH. 
From the results in Table 2, copper chromite appears to be the most 
from its low activation temperature, fast rcte* and extent of 
hydrogenation. The correlation between its catalytic activity and ad­
sorbing power is quite good. 
Qualitatively, the catalysts that had a comparatively low activation 
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tes^r&tur» ndsorbod large quantities of hydrogen. There is p-aetically 
no correlation between lAe sioles of hydrogen used for hydrogenation and 
«l«orption* Considering the possible deriTatitee of forftiral, as outlined 
pre'riotaily, this is to be expeoted for the teBperatta*e of the bomb wsmt 
to 257® C« wlwre ^fdrogenolysis occurs (2). A catalyst mixture active at 
a low temperature my be selectiiro in jaroducing furfaryl alcohol, -iriiereas 
«Be reaching aotirity at a higher temperattff« aay not be as seleeti-ve, oattS« 
ing greater hydrogenation by producing the jaore highly hydrogenated products. 
The correlation between adsorption and catalytic actlidty based «m the r«.te 
is eiasellent in the ease of the catalysts with high adsorbing power. Kie 
cuprous oxide catalyst promoted with nagnesluB oxide shcnted no adsorptlosi, 
had a poor rate of ^drogenation, and produced a high extent of h^drogena-
tloa. The fact that It reached activity at a high teaperatixre and hydro­
genated slowly suggests that this catalyst is not selective for the 
hydrogenatlon of furfural to furfaryl alcohol. Wiy bariura oxide and cal-
eivaa oxide proBtote the adsorption of hydrogen while strontium oxide and 
Ba^eslum oxide, oheiaiosilly similar oorapovrnds, have little or no effect 
iBBUst go unensweiHsd until ^re evidence Is obtained. 
The stsehanlsKS Izrrolved in heterogwseous catalytic hydrogenation 
reactions occur In the following ordert (a) the diffusion of the hydrogen 
and hydrogen acceptor to the catalyst, (b) tl» formtitsa of an adsorptl(»i 
(reactant-surfaoe), (c) the chenioal change at the surface, 
(d) the dee(»^8iti<»k of th» adsorption co^lex {product••surface), and 
(e) the diffusion of the reaction products from the catalyst. The slowest 
of these five stsps will detersdne t^e overall rate of chan^. According 
to Praakesburger (17) it Is the prlfflary function of catalytic kinetics to 
dlstlsgulsh between these five possibilities capable of detersdalng the 
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wlooity both m to order of reaction aM temperature eoeffioiest* Stepf 
(a) aM (e) iwire fii r^fc considered the «lo» processes* Mth the developaeBt 
of the concept of the unimolecular adsorbed layer by Langmuir the emphania 
shifted to the actual chemical change on tlK> surface, adsorption being 
assumed to reach equilibrium rapidly. If adsorption preceding catalytie 
change requires an aetiTstion energy, the formation of the complex my be 
the iaportant rats-determining process. The deeoapositlon of the product-
surface coraplex has long been known to escereise a controlling influence in 
oany reactions. 
In the high pressure hydrogenation of compounds in the liquid-phase, 
as described herein, the diffusion of hydrogen and hydrogen acceptor to 
the catalyst surface may be assumed to take place rapidly. In view of the 
preponderance of reactions occurring in the field of heterogeneous catalysis 
it obviously follows that the surface of the catalyst is a seat of enhanced 
reaction Telocity and that the acceleration of the reaction results from 
surface forces of the catalyst acting on the substrate molecules. 
The importance of the surface of a catalyst has been recognised for 
a long time. There are four main factors to be considered in this con-
neotion, namely, the particle sise, porosity, catalyst stirface area, and 
the catalytic activity. The tendency in recent years has been to inter­
relate these factors through: (a) measureraente of surface area of catalysts 
and catalytic materials, (b) relative contributions of the "inner" arud 
"outer" sxurfaoe areas to the activity of the catalysts, and (c) methods 
for determining the distribution of promoters on catalyst surfaces* The 
"inner" surface is considered the cracks, crevices, and capillaries that 
extend into the individual particles whereM the "outer" surface is the 
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pcartiea of the mterlftl euibjoetod to diroet auod fro* boHlMurdnont bjr th« 
roaotaats« A reriew of th« rocent literaturo on this B»t«rial has boon 
pr«8«itei by Snstt (14), aod &<»« r«eKit inTSstijgations havs bsen mA9 
Siller (41), Brianauer, Love, and Eeonan (9) and others (24). The theory 
of aotiire centers has been fruitful in siiggesti^ studies on the natture of 
the catalytic svirfaoe and the effect of promoters. Stewart (45) has dis­
cussed this and a oomprehensive review of the investigations on promoters 
is available (8). The application of magnetic sueoeptibility njoasureitwnts 
to certain catalysts, as by Morris and Selwood (35), is another valuable 
method of approach to the knowledge of the catalytic mass. The epplioatioa 
of surface iMasurenents to the ciiprous oxide catalyst has not been made 
because the earlier investigations have been oonoernsd with establishing 
the value of cuprous oxide as a catalyst. Future investigations should 
include the determination of the surface area of the catalyst. 
The second step in heterogeneous catalytic reactions, i.e., the 
forwation of an adsorption complex, has had tremendous development in the 
last deoade. Stanerson's (42) rasasuresents on the adsorption of hydrogen 
by the cuprous oxide catalysts and the relation of catalytic activity to 
adsorption are of fundamental in^ortance to this theoretical coneideration. 
The high energy molecules which can react on collisioii are said to be in 
an activated state. The difference between the average energy of molecules 
and the energy of the least energetic molecule has been termed the energy 
of activation. Experimental methods based on chemical kinetics have been 
developed to mattevare this quantity. The development of the theory of 
absolute reaction rates has raade possible its application to any process 
involving a rearjrangement of matter (19). According to this theory a 
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eatftlyct lomrc fre« •aergy of aetivation, «ll.ovs « reaetioa to taJcm 
pl&e* by ft WB0r9 eeoacHBloal reaetloa path, and th« proeacs r«q[nir«s a 
Biaaller activation energy than a corre8ponding homogeneous reaction. It 
ia poasibl* to dafi&e a eatalyst as a stibstaaoo that lonters the aetlTation 
easrgy of aay ekaiige that ean occur vith a difldnuticai of free easrgy* 
i^etieal applioatlOT of the theory of absolute reaction rates to catalytic 
reactions has recently beext reported (IS) (25) (7)« 
The ohemlcal change occurring at the surface of the catalyst in this 
investigation is in large part that of hydrogenation* Sumerous tlutories 
have been advanced for the aechanisn involved in hydrogenation but no 
single theory has had general applicability (S)» the prosioted euproiis 
oxide catalyst is essentially a hydrogenating catalyst^ but it is to be 
expected that it also possesses ability for hydrogeno^sis because of its 
sistilarity to copper chroaite e^ch is well known for this activity (2), 
Steinurt*s experiiMmts indicated that the active catalyst «as cu^ous oxide 
and net t^e aetal. Hedueti<m of the cuprous oxide to copper d\iring the 
course of a hydrogenation was evidenced by the bright red color of the 
catalyst* The initial mixture possessed a very dark red color, ililwnever 
little or no l^rogenati^ occurred the ca-telj^t upon exaisination had the 
elmraeteristic bright red color. 
It is clear from the fox*egoing resuae of the work on cuprous oxide as 
a eatalyst thmt a substantial ai&otmt of inforaation has been eolleeted. 
Much of this work has been largely empirical because of the orisinal view­
point of practical a|^licatien« One say say the saiae thing about the field 
of catalysis in general. tb» collection of data of an eo^irical nature in 
catalysis is a necessary adjunct to studies devoted exclusively to the 
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th«or«tie«l aape«t8. Therefore, at the st&rt of t!» present in-restigstioa 
it wu reftlisedl thet despite the aeecBRulation of the previous mterial, 
further data largely of an empirical nature was desired, both from the 
Yiewpoint of applicability and future determination of the meehaaism in­
volved in this eoni»et type of eatelysis. 
n» first problem that presented itself wss the effect on i^srdrogena-
tion Tsy varying ti» aatonat of proRoter, CaO, and t^ stabilizer^ ^2^4* which 
when added to cuprous oxide produced a oatalytio asass of suitable activity 
for tlw reduction of furfural and aeetophenone. The ratios by weight of 
these eeaistituents used by the previous investigators have been aientioned* 
Bteth^ of ecMsparing oatalytie aetivity of eatalysts by following the 
rate of hydrogenation of furfural has been quite satisfactory, the same 
method will be employed in this study. The apparatus employed was similar 
in design to that previously used but of auoh smller oapaoity^ 0*S liter 
oompared with 3»8S liters* This neeessitated a careful control of operating 
etmditions and of the variables oonoemed so that suitable reproducibility 
could be achieved. This was further e^hasised because smll variations 
of the amounts of the three ingredients was not expected to cause large 
-variations in cuitalytie activity. Therefore a ^eat deal of preliminary 
develo|»i«&t was anticipated. Where it appeared that this preliminai»y work 
had direct bearing on the problem at hand and on future applioations of 
this method of procedure, it wss reported. The work has been extended 
to the i^drogenation of acetophenone and acetone* The influenoe of tiui 
allmline earth oxides cm the cuprous oxide-vanadium tetroxide aixture 
was investigated by ^^drogenating furfural and aoetophencHie* It was be­
lieved that Aa*th«r evidence for vanadium tetroxide acting as a stabiliser 
mts necessary. 
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EXPHSIMSSTAL 
A. ApimratttS 
The n0ft8t)r»M»nt of o«talytio •oti'vi'ty «&> made in a Pftrr I^fdrogenation 
boofb, Bod«l B*SB, nftsofftotured the F»rr Instruneat of Ifoliae* 
Illiaeie* The htab eylinder, aaide of 18«>8 atftialeas steel, hftd en intemftl 
-ntltoM of 496 ail«, aoid & eherglng eepftoity of 200 ml« fhm diminalons of 
tl» oyliader were as follomit total length of 7*25 inohea* ootaide diaawter 
of 4 inotea, internal depth of 6.26 inches, and an internal diaaeter of 2*6 
inches* the bomb head, mde of the aum kind of ateel aa tbi cylinder, had 
a bent ateel tube extending 3.5 inches into the cylinder n^ec in place, 
the pnr|»se of tte bent ateel tt&ing waa to prevrot catalyst and li(|aid 
fron being earried into the valTea and gauge* The aetal block holding ^le 
^uge vac eonnected direotly to the bomb head. A copper gaaleft fitted 
into grooirec in the cylinder ui4 bcab headi the groove in tho cylinder was 
alightly snaller in diaaeter than that in the bmab head. For purposes of 
ji 
safety the b<ad^ head hi^ a smll inside opening to a mptm^ble diiA: which 
blows out at 300 atmospheres; blowing will occor downward through three 
holes in is^ bottoR of the gauge block* A ateel tte^st plate rested 
the boiftb head* The bonb cover or screw cap fastened to threads ^  the 
outside wall of the cylinder and had eight cap screws bearing against the 
thrust plate for the purpose of sealing the bonb* Opposite cep screws 
were tightened only a little at a tiae with a socket wrench until 20 to 
SO i^unds dead weight pressure was obtained* 
flie order of attaching the above msnticned naterials to the b<»ib and 
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it< OQ«LteBt« mta m follows t boi^ bsiut^ threat plate, seroir esp, 
•sd gftuge blook holding the gauge* This was thea set in the roeking heater, 
themoeotqple inserted, and the bo&b bolted to tiM base of the he&ter* The 
tubing leading from the hydrogen tanks mis fastened to the gaxige block and 
l^drogen admitted* tfhenever the oontents of the bomb allowed it, the b^> 
was flushed free of air with approxiaately 400 p*8»i* of hydrogen before 
filling to the desired pressure* A needlo T&lTe on the gauge block closed 
off the hydro^n in the eylinder and gauge from the outside tubing* 
The chroasel alvnsel thermocouple extended into a three inch well in the 
base and mill of the cylinder* The tessperature of the bomb was obtained 
tram a Leeds and Korthrup Potentiometer indicator nsing a oonvereion table 
to oonTsrt sillivolt readings to degrees Centigrade* Each division <m 
the BilliTolt scale ms 0.5 wr,, allowing readings to be estiaated to 
hundredths of a millivolt. The accuracy of the temperature readings was 
t 1® C. 
The heating oireuit was used on either 220 volts (rapid heating) or 
110 volts* The oscillaticm meohanisn allowed the bmb to rook fron a 4^ 
angle to a little over horisontal so that the oontents were well agitated* 
The whole ^ ebanlssi, bomb and heater, made 37 oscillations per oinute. The 
heating range was from room temperature to 400° C* and could be controlled 
by a thersKJ-regulator to msy desired teaperature with a variati^a of i S® C. 
The pressure gauge was oalibrated in 40 p.e.i. divisions from 200 to 6000 
p*8*l* fhit enabled res^ings to be aade easily to 10 p*B*i* and an estima­
tion to 5 p*8.i*. Involving a possible error of t 1 per OM^t in sest of 
the readings* 
A very comprehansive description of the Parr hydrogenation apparatus 
It glTen fteilly (88)* Th» teohniquvs, ftppftr&tos^ mai. proeedures 
eaployed in laboratory hydrogenetiona haw b«en adaqiieitely described by 
Adkins (2). 
B* Muteriftls tJsed 
!• S5E2SE* 
l^aaAc h^ydroges m sti^plied by the Air B«dactlon Sftles C<mpany of 
Davenport, Iowa, and th® Ohio Cheaical Company of Clorelajad, (Aio, vac 
used without further purification. 
2. Furfural. 
fhe furfural waa prepared from technical grade sAtsrial as supplied 
by the QtwUcer Oata Coopeogr of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The mthod of Adaas and 
Toorhees (l) wae used. The technical furfural was distilled under pressures 
of 16 to 20 tm, of pressure. About 16 per cent of the volume taken was 
distilled and discarded, the next 60 to 65 per cent was collected and 
stored in the dark. Upon standing, the color of this material changed 
from slightly yellow to light brown. Previous to a series of hydrogena-
tioras this product was distilled at atiaospheric pressure and the constant 
boiling material collected. It was stored in a glass stoppered bottle and 
kept in the dark. 
3. Acetophenone. 
The aeetophenone was obtained from the Eastnan Kodak Company of 
Rochester, New York. It was distilled at atmospheric pressure through a 
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flgreatiz eoluan* eo&stant boiling, imt«r viiit* aaterlal im« oolleeted 
and stored in brown bottles. 
4» laorganle owapoiiMa. 
The following conpounds were reagent grade obtained froa the General 
Che&ioal Company of Kew York, Mew Yorkt ouprie sulfate pentahydrate, oal-
eim hydroxide, and sodium hydroxide. Barlust oxide of C.P. quality was 
also obtained froa the saae company. 
The vanadiim pentoxide was C.P. anhydrous quality obtained from Siner 
and Aasend, Kev York, New York. 
The amgnesixan basic oarbonate was C.P. quality of Baker Chemical 
C<^pasy, Phillipsburg, Sew Jersey. 
The strontiua nitrate was Mallinokrodt'e analytical reagent grade. 
S* Degfare«»> 
The dextrose was C.P. ajohydrous quality obtained from the Pfanstiehl 
Cl^tsmioal Company, Waukegan, Illinois. 
C. Preparation of Catalysts, Promoters, and Stabilisers 
I. Cuprous oxide catalyst. 
The preparation followed the procedure described by Stewart (45). 
Two hmdred and fifty ml. of a 40 per cent solution of sodiua hydroxide 
solution was added slowly with rigorous stirring to a solution containing 
260 gram of ouprio nitrate trihydrate and 250 grams of dextrose in 1250 ml. 
of distilled water. The mixture was digested on a water bath at about 85® C. 
for 30 Bd&ut«s, filtered with auction in a Buehner funnel, and waehed by 
decantation until the filtrate was clear. The precipitate was dried in a 
•raeuum desiooator over anhydrone usually not lees than 24 hours, at which 
time it was pulrerized and redried for another 24 hours» The dark red 
product was then placed on a Petri dish in a desiccator containing phos­
phoric oxide, 
Since the activity of the cuprous oxide as a hydrogenation catalyst 
is greatly affected by minor variations in the method of preparation (45) 
(42), oompariaons were always made between samples from the same batch. 
A new supply of eatftlyst was usually required for a different series. 
The foriBula, Cti^O, will refer to a catalyst prepared by this raethod. 
2. Adkine' copper-chromiua oxide catalyst. 
This catalyst is popularly referred to as Copper Chrosdte. Adkins 
and Shriner (4) believe the catalyst is present as CuCr^O^ based on tho 
work of Qroger (21) (22) who prepared this compound, Stewart (43) has 
discussed the composition of this catalyst and believed it to consist of 
cupric oxide and chrondujn oxide and that during hydrogenati on the ouprio 
oxide is reduced to cuprous oxide which functions as the catalyst. 
Adkins and Shriner (4) state the catalyst can be prepared in aauiy 
different ways, but the most satisfactory sethod is by the thermal de­
composition of copper ansaonium chrosoate, prepared by mixing water solu­
tions of a copper salt, a ohroaate, and ammonium hydroxide. A barium, 
calcium, or sagnesim coapound was found to stabilize the copper chroraite 
catalyst (11). 
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The following preparation was used and is tha on® described by Adklns 
(2) from the work of Connor, Polkera, and Adkins (11)i 
"Nine hundred al* of a solution (at 6(f C.) eontaining 260 g» of 
trihydrated oopper nitrata and 31 g. of barium nitrate was added to 900 
ml. of a solution (at 25° C.) containing 151 g. of aaxionium dichroiaate arid 
225 ml. of 28 per cent asaaoniua hydroxide. The precipitate was filtered, 
the oake pressed with a spatula, and sucked as dry as possible. The produot 
was dried in an ov»n at 75® to 85® C, for twelve hours and then pulverised. 
It was decomposed in three portions in a casserole over a free flaae. In 
carrying out the decomposition, the powder was continuously stirred with 
a spatula and the heating so regulated that the evolution of gases did not 
become violent. This was accoaplished by heating only one side of the 
casserole and stirring the powder more rapidly when the decomposition 
started to spread throughout the mass. During this process the color 
changed froa orange to brown and finally to black. T^en the entire mass 
had become black, the evolution of gaees ceased, and the powder was re­
moved frm the casserole and allowed to cool. The combined product was 
then leached for thirty minutes with 600 al. of water in six portions, 
dried for twelve hours at 125® C., and pulverised. The yield of catalyst 
was 170 grams." 
Lasler and Arnold (28) have described a similar preparation iji which 
they consider the catalyst to be CuCrgO^ with B&CrgO^t likewise based on 
the work of Oroger (21) (22). 
This catalyst ie stable in air and reiaains active on standing. It 
was stored in a glass stoppered bottle, Adkins and Shriner (4) state the 
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eoppar cshromite eatalyst it active in the tmaperature range of lOO'' to 
300® C* but usually requires hydrogen pressures of 100 to ZOO atusospheresf 
and at temperatures above 300^, or in the presence of water, acids, or 
amtmia, it Is likely to be reduced to a r*d cuprous compound which has 
little catalytic actim for l^rogenation. It is active for hydrogenolysls 
of esters, asides, aldeh^es* and ketones* The foraula, CuCr2Q4» will 
refer to this catalyst. 
S. famndiuK teferoadde* 
The stabiliser« -vanadium tetroxid®, was prepared according to the 
method described by Stewart (43). One hundred grams of vanadiua pentoxide 
was added to a solution containing 100 g. of glucose in 500 b1« of water, 
and the mixture digested on a steam plate for 24 hours. The precipitate 
was filtered on a Buchner funnel with suction and washed carefully with 
hot water to reaoTe any traces of glucose* Th« precipitate was dried 
owraight at lOS® C* and than dried mdar vacuum for one day. This olive-
gre^ substance is quite hygroscopic which re<{uired storage on a Petri 
dish in a desiccator containing phosphoric oxide. Saa^les from the saine 
batch were used in aay <me series for ccaaparisons c;f rates of hydrogena-
tlon* The formula, will rafer to this material* 
Shroalua (III) oxide* 
Chrooium (III) oxide was prepared according to the method described 
by Stewart (43) in which Cr(OH)^ was dehydrated at aoderate temperatures* 
Stewart found the preparation of this oxide from ohromim trinitrate by 
heating to be unsatisfactory* 
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fhron huairtvd ol* of eo&oentr&tcKl uuBonitaa hydroxid* ma added to a 
solution eontai&l&g 2S0 graaui of 2 Cr(S05)s*lS fisO la 1000 ed* of wa^r* 
precipitate ma imahed repeatedly by deoantatloa asd filtered with 
8uoti<» in a sS^iaer funnel. The precipitate was dried otemight at 110** C. 
and then dried under vaouxan for four hours at 260° C. This eubotanoe i« 
Tery l^groeeopie and was stored in a tightly stoppered bottla. 
&• Magnesivm oxide> 
Basie raaipaesim carbonate was decomposed in a porcelain crucible at 
a Ixright red heat (SCK}** to 100(^ C«) using a iisl»r burner for approxiaately 
three hours* It was the» stored in a desiccator containing phosphoric 
oxide until ready for use. The product ims very light and fluffy. 
6. Calcium oxide. 
A known weight of ealciian hydroxide was decompoesd in an unglased 
crucible at 90<^ to lOXJ® 0. for approximately three hours to giw the 
desired theoretical weight of calcium oxide without further weighing. It 
mis allowed to cool in a desiccator containing phosphoric oxide for one 
hour. The calcium oxide was then brushed into an agate mortar containing 
the catalyst and stabiliser and isaediately ground until the mixture appeared 
homogeneous. The ground Bdxture was then brushed into the bomb and the 
hydrogen acceptor added. 
7. Strontiwa oxide. 
^iree different methods were used to obtain strontium oxide. 
(a) A sample was taken from a bottle labelled SrO and was found to 
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hav« a low sslting point iadieating strontivaa hydroxide had formed* It 
me heated for 2 to 5 hours* cooled, ground, end 1«29S grsas heated for • 
short tiB» before eddiiig it to the oet&lyst end stebiliter. thm particle# 
of SrO iirere rather large and hard to grind. 
{%) Strontiun hydroxide was prej^red from strontivm nitrate solution 
by adding sodium hydroxide solution. The precipitate was filtered, washed, 
aod dried at 110^ C. It was then decomposed in a porcelain crucible at 
©00® to lOOC^ C. for three hours and stored in a desiceator containing 
phosphoric oxide. The strontium oxide consisted of sziall hard particles. 
(o) {^rontium carbonate was decomposed in a porcelain crucible at 
9(K)® to 1000® C. for three hoars (42). As this was fM&rforaed in the air 
the strontitaa carbonate was completely decomposed. 
6. ^ trlua oxide. 
A previously imopened bottle of barium oxide was used. If barium 
oxide is prepared in the air, a final tsmperature of about 900^ C. is 
required to decoKpose any barium peroxide that my have foraed. At 900® C. 
the barium oxide is & good solvent for most refraetoriee and metals. I'his 
mde it impossible to prepare in the laboratory in pure condition. 
D, Method of Procedure 
In the d«Taloi»est of this study on heterogeneous catalysis it was 
evident that a nethod of procedure would have to be developed which would 
give reproducible results. A considerable nusdser of inrelisinary operaticms 
were perforaed which broiight forth a ntodier of factors that were involved 
in obtaining the desired method. The outstanding factors are listedi 
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(*) fhe eatftlgist ftnd tfas «tablllger« Ofaiformity of th9»« B9it«rial« 
is Muidntory, ospeolally fts regarda ehosdcftl oonstittitioB and p«rticl« 8l»«. 
(b) fh@ method of Bwehftnlotd mixing of otftlyat, BtubiliKer^ ita4 
promotar* Rio timo of ejgwiuro to ataospherlo conditions an iB^rtent 
role b«oatise imbBtanoos of pronowacod hygroeoople character were used* 
(o) Tha parity and atability of tha hydrogen ae^iptor* Tha hydrogea 
acceptor autt satisfy eartain raqnirasonts. It saat raiaain stable owar 
extendad periods a sarlas of oompari8<ms ara being wide. Ilhare slight 
it^urlties are liable to aeti'vate or inaotlTate a eatalyst, as is so often 
the ease in eatalytio work, it is neoossary that the substance be of high 
purity. 
(d) The apparattts. T!h« Parr hydroganation bomb, as pr»»Tio«8ly de­
scribed, cannot be considered a davice irhieh lends itself to accuracy and 
behsfior of a high degree. Absoluts eleanlinsss and dryness of tha be%b 
was iiap®ratlT9, For relatlTO activities of catalysts tha method ©nployed 
in using i^nis apparatus ®u8t be capable of exact repetitior., A slight 
change in line voltage to the heating circuit *as noticeable in the t«Bper-
attzre rise of the boab, but it could not be aroided. The temperature of 
the ther^TOCoupl© was without question within a degree of the true te»q>er-
atur© of the contents as it extended three Inches froai the base into the 
oyUnder wall. The error invol-red in reading the pressure was about 1 per 
cent. The automtie therraostatic control was found to •vary as isuch as 
10® C. during a %drogenatlon which practically ellsiinated its use for a 
rate study of relatiTS catalytic activity. 
!• Prellalnary hardarogenatioBs. 
The first method of procedure consisted in employing three grams of 
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mixed catalyst and 64 b1. (approxiaataly one aole) of fiirfural. The bomb 
ims heated to 150® C., shaking started, and t^ tenperature naintaiaed at 
this peiat* The pressure, teo^erature, and tiaw at the start imd every 
five minutes thereafter were recorded* When the pressure had decreased 
to icKK) p«8«i« the ga^e the hydrog«aati(m ms stopped and the bonb 
cooled to rooK tei^rature* The pressure and the inside tea^rature of the 
were reoorded* The i^essure readings were converted to absolute 
pressures at 0^ C* by adding 16 p*s*i. to the gauge reading and multiply­
ing by the appropriate temperature factor to convert it to absolute pres­
sure at 0*^ C« The Buudaum absolute pressure at 0° C. was taken as the 
start of the hydrogenatio&j there was an initial drop from room tempera­
ture which dissdnished as '^e tei^rature approached 150^ C. 
This oiethod was abandoned because of the difficulty in maintaining 
the temperature at 150® C. within a satisfactory Unit of one decree. 
0 
Tariationc of as such as 10 were obtained within a five minute interval* 
Howeirer, the results obtained do show sooe qualitative aspects which were 
instriraental in the developi&ent of the mthod of procedure* These results 
are tabulated in Table 3* The total moles of hydrogen used were calculated 
from the perfect |^s law (see ealibratina of bom^}* The drop in pressure 
is the cuBulative absolute pressure at (f* decrease that occurred in one 
hour tr&A the start of the hydrogenation* 
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TABLE S 
Kydrogenatioc of Furfural 
So. Drop in 
pressure CUgO 
p»B*i» 
Weights of 
1 T2O4 1 CaO CugO 
Weight ratio 
f ¥304 I CaO 
Moles ol 
E2 iu«d 
1 705 1.33 0.69 0.92 10 4.97 6.61 l.OB 
2 647 1.40 0.60 0.80 10 4.29 6.43 1.01 
S 566 1.S3 0.67 1.00 10 5.04 7.52 0.Q2 
4 545 1.40 1.00 0.90 10 7.15 6.43 1.10 
6^ 535 1.53 0.74 0.74 10 4*83 4.83 1.02 
6 496 1.71 0.86 0.43 10 5.03 2.52 0.94 
7 297 1*25 1.25 0.50 10 10.00 4.00 0.91 
0 28S 1.39 0.92 0.69 10 6.62 4.96 0.93 
9 142 1.00 1.00 1.00 10 10.00 10.00 
-
10 59 2.50 0.25 0.25 10 1.00 1.00 0.25 
* Mixture eaployed by Stewart (43)» 
C«e|Nurlng Binbers I, Z, 4, and 8 in Table 8, aiaee they eootained 
apprexiaately the sane aaomt of eiqitroua oxide eatalyat, it i« seen that 
BuiiriN»rs 1« 2, and 4, oontaisiag a larger anouct of oaleiim oxide th«BL 8, 
gat« a faster and more e^^lete reaotion* This indicates that by inereas-
ing the anomt of oaloiua oxide to ouprous oxide the rate of the reaotioa 
is inoreased. The importance of the c&lcium oxide is further substantiated 
by the inactivity of number 10 which contained a very large amount of 
cuprous oxide and a small amount of ealciura oxide* It appears that the 
oaloiua oxide bears a much nore important relationship to the ouprous oxide 
than the ranadiuR tetroxide* 
"SZ— 
Tim ftMond aethod anqployed one aol« of furfural (64 1«4{^« of 
euprou* oxide, 0*7Qg. of Tcmadium tetroxide, and asioun'ts of oalciua oxide 
I 
•wify^ng fron O.TOg* to i»2€g. ^e bc«b was heated rapidly to 200° the 
heating eireuit dieoonneoted, the oeeillatioB mechaaiem started, and the 
temperatiure, pressure, and, tia»® (sero) recorded at the mximm £au|^ pres­
sure and every five ainutes thereafter as the bonb slowly cooled to 140^ C* 
The absolute pressure at 0^ was oaloulated for eaoh rmidiB.g and the ctota* 
lative absolute pressure decrease plotted versus the tiffis« ^e pressiire 
drop in 20 sinutes mis obtained from the ofirves. The results are shoan in 
Table 4. The Initial and final pressures at rooe tea^erature were used to 
obtain the aoles adsorbed* 
TABLE 4 
jE^rogenation of Furfural 
Io» Drop in pressure l^ight of ealeiua Wei^t Batie loles of 
in 20 minutee oxide added to Ct^O $ 7^04 t CaO B2 used 
(p»s*i«) l*40g. CU9O and 
O.TOg. ?2®4 
I 696 1.12 10 s 8.0 1.106 
2 690 l.OS 10 & 7.5 1.100 
9 633 1.26 10 5 9.0 1.136 
4 491 0.99 10 & 7.1 0.9S0 
6 429 0.91 10 8 6.5 0.910 
6 429 0.91 10 6 6.S 0.606 
7 479 0.84 10 S 6.0 l.OSO 
B 570 0.84 10 5 6.0 0.847 
9 29S 0.70 10 6 5.0 0.697 
>35. 
fh» results shown in Table 4 indiosted that a faster rate of ^ rdrogwaa-
tioB ooeurred as the waount of ealeitn oxide was increased in the sixture. 
Vonbers S and 6, using the saoe weight ratio, eheeioed quite well; but numbers 
7 ai^ 8f on anothsr weight ratio, showed an appreciable disorepaney. The 
disparity in nimbers T and 6 and the variation in the noles of hydrog^ 
adsorbed were eonsidered unsatisfactory and demanded further improT®B»nt 
in the method. Hsating the bomb to 200® before shaking and taking neaaure-
ments ssiy have resulted in SCOM hydrogenation oeourring before this temper­
ature was reached • 1%e lowest teaperature of reaction in the presenoe of 
the catalyst was found to be between 160^ and ISO^ C. in most eases, hence 
variable asounts of hydro^n oay have been adsorbed while the bomb was 
heated to 300^ C* despite its resuiining at rest* 
The s»thod described previously was ccmtinued <m a new batch of cuprous 
oxide in order to iBqnrove some of the teehniques. The weight ratio of the 
catalyst mixture remained fixed at 10 CtigO t 5 ^ 2^4 * results 
of this series were quite erratic and indicated the need of careful control 
in the preparati(»i of the oaloitat oxide. An amoimt of oalcium l^roxide, 
which on decomposition woiild giw a known amomt of calcium oxide, was 
weighed on an analytical balance. A platinum crucible was found to be 
unsatisfactory for the ignition to calcium oxide because some platinue 
dissolves in the oxide at 9(X^ to 1000° C. A glased poreelain crucible 
was found to lose its glase when calcium oxide was made in it. Repeated 
ignitions of calcium l^roxide in the glased crucible produces a crwsible 
which w&s satisfactory for the preparation of calcium oxide. For the 
ignition of the calcitn hydroxide a Hsker burner wks used. The crucible 
rested on a porcelain triangle in an asbestos cylinder, 5 inches long. 
cupped on the top with & thick ftcbestos square so that heat losses ooourred 
Blowly» A desioeator eontaining BZihj^rous oaloiuB ohloride proTSd to be 
uasatisfttotory, consequently phosphoric oxide was tised as the desiooating 
agent. ?wo to three howrs of heating and ane hotar of oooling isaediately 
before ose was deolded upon as the oonditions best suitable for obtaining 
a eonstant qmlity of oaleium oxide* The oaleitm oxide was brushed out 
of the eruoible into the weighed anK>uct8 of onprous oxide and TsmdlioB 
«xide in the agate mortar. After grinding tmtil it appeared homogeneous, 
the mixtore had a dark rod color. It was brushed into the eooled bonib, 
the hydrogen aoeeptor added, the boab sealed, and the run started. 
Despite this control of the preparation of the ealoiun oxide, the 
results of the hydrogenatiaa were not of the desired aeouraey as is evi­
dent in Table 5. 
TABLE 6 
^ydrogenation of Furfiiral (0.5 mole) 
Ktt. Ifoi^Ht Aatie Drop in ^essure Moles of used 
Cn«0 t ^2^4 t CaO in 16 ainu^s 
(0.7C^. CttgO) (p.s.i.) 
1 10 5 7.5 240 0.5S7 
2 10 6 7.5 210 0.S40 
S 10 7.25 10.5 223 0.510 
4 10 7.25 10.6 181 0.489 
5 10 11.58 7.8 205 0.479 
6 10 n.58 7.8 24S 0.525 
The responsibility for the irregularities was next attributed to the 
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cuprous oxide and the vanadium oxidd. This led to the analysis of th®«» 
ooiapounda. 
2. Analysis of ouprous oxide and TOBftdina tstroxlde. 
a* Cuprcms oxide* A soall asotmt of the euprous oxide was warmed 
in a dry test tube and water formed on the wall. The cuprous oxide was 
placed in a t«ou'J3b desiccator for a period of two days at a pressure of 
2 to 3 ma. Upon testing this dried cuprous oxide, it was found to con­
tain water which was not evolTOd until a temperature of 280® to SOO® C. 
was attained. Mitscherlich (34) claimed the cuprous oxide produced by 
reduction with glucose is free of hydroxide and is not changed by ex­
posure to the air. Traphagen and Coblelgh (46), and 2erban and Naquin 
(so) claimed the cuprous oxide to be more or lass hydrated (about 2 to 
3 per cent), whereas Sarm (40) believed yellow cuprous oxide to contain 
soiae cuprous hydroxide. Leri (SO), and Strawnanis and Cirulis (44) on 
the basis of X-ray aeasureiBents on the yellow and red forms of eurnrous 
oxide, found only cuprous oxide to be present and discredit the existence 
of cuprous hydroxide. The difference in color is due to particle siee. 
Weiser (46) considere the change in color from yellow through orange, 
brick red, to bright red to result from a decrease in particle sis* and 
• loss of adsorbed water. 
Wrigge and Meieel (49) prepared cuprous oxide by eight different 
methods and determined the density and the per cent copper in each. The 
per cent copper varied from 86.1 to 89.4, even though the preparations 
were dried very carefully. A preparation similar to that of the cuprous 
oxide catalyst described herein, except that glycerol was present in the 
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soluticm 6od th« pr«cipit»te was dried at 60® to 70^ C. in mujuum, gaw 
87.6 per cent copper which is Just slightly higher than th© Talues obtained 
ia thlB imrestigatlon. This is to be expected, for the ouproita oxide 
eatalyst described in this paper was dried in vacui« at rooss teraperature. 
In the grari^tric analysis of reducing ei^ars by copper (II) solutiona, 
both gra-si^trie and volumetric siethoda are employed in analyzing the pre­
cipitated cuprous oxide. Ckie of the official methods of the Aasoeiation 
of Offieial Agricultural Chemists is the gravin^tric method of Munstm and 
Walker (36)? this aethod requires precise control of precipitating, washixtg, 
and drying conditioas. The nwthod is eapirioal a« the per cent of sugar 
ie obtained fro»a the weights of cuprous oxide precipitated by the pure 
sugars and liatad in their ts,bles. In soas cases the ouprous oxide eaa 
be ignited to cupric oxide end weighed, proTidlng a blank is nm sIbjoI-
taneously. This indicates that cuprous oxide cannot be weighed directly 
because of a variable oonsposition. 
The analysis of comsercial ouprous oxide sai^les used in the paint 
industry is performad iroliaaetrically on dry samples acoording to the 
methods of the American Society for Testing Materlale (6). The eaiaples 
are analysed for total copper, metallic copper, and ouprous oxidej cnprio 
oxide is obtained by calculation. 
From the preceding ijaformation and the method of pnsparing the cuprous 
oxide oat&lyst it was necessary to analyse the catalyst for per eent of 
hydration, par sent copper, and per cent cuprous oxide. The method con­
sists of two steps I the first, heating the sair^le In aa at»oephere of 
pure dry nitrogen produced water which was collected and weighed and gave 
the per cent hydration, and the second, reduction of the remaining a»terial 
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to copper with pure hydrogen to obtain th« total per eent of copper. 
The analyai« was aads as follows: Tsuak nitrogen tatrs purified by paa-
sags OTsr eopper turnings at 700*' C«, aoda liate^ i^osphorie oxld«, sulfurie 
aoidy and anl^drona* A weighed saapla of the cuprous oxide oatalyat in a 
poroelain boat was placed in a ooabuatioa tube« and the pure dry nitrogen 
passed through the tube* The eombustion tube was heated 1:^ a btmeec burner 
to a temperatux^ of about SSO® to 450® C. The water liberated was driven 
into a previously weighed B-tube oontaining anl^rone and protected from 
the air by a secoz^ tube containing anhydrone. The heating was started 
frem the end closest to the Q^-tube. After coolings the U-tube and porcelain 
boat were weighed. The porcelain boat was inserted baok into the combus­
tion tube. Tack hydrogen was purified by the saine train and passed over 
the heated boat* The dehydrated sample was completely reduced to a bright 
red color* After cosspleta reduction and cooling* ti» beat was weighed* 
Table 6 shows the experimental results on three saa^les of cuprous oxidet 
cuprous oxide oatalyat (X)« ccmaercial cuprous oxide (ll), and another 
prei^ati^ of cuprous oxide catalyst (III) vhleh was reduced by hydrogen 
(Nsly* SaB|>le (I) had been dried under vacuw for two days before analysis. 
It is Interesting to note that the commercial cuprous oxide (II) and 
the oat&lyst (l) sample, heated in a nitrogen atinosphsre, lost weight vdtich 
was gWMiter thwa the wei^t of water collected. Surprisingly, the per cent 
of weight lost by the two samples of comraereial cujHrooa oxide checked. 
Wohler and (46) found the dissociation pressure of cuprous oxide at 
460® C. to be T.561 X 10 osa. of oaygen pressure. Cuprous oxide de­
composes at 19SS® C. in air (15). The finely divided cuprous oxide catalyst 
went through the fallowing colors on heating in the nitrogen atmospherej 
TABLK 6 
EsEperlnental Dfttii on the iiZialysio of 
Cuprous Oxido Saaplet 
% Weight 
lost in 
H2 •itBtoa* 
phero 
(6.679) 
7.070 
1.061 
1.060 
% Cu (por» 
CugO is 
88.82^ Cu) 
85.72 
85.72 
89.68 
89.81 
86.79 
86.81 
Supple 
CujO (I) 
CugO (11) 
CugO (III) 
Weight of 
sample 
1.8026 
1.9761 
2.1990 
2.5819 
1.2016 
1.2006 
Weight of %0 
oolleeted ia 
V2 etBiosphere 
0.0489 
0.0745 
0.007S 
0.0094 
Weight lost 
by sample in 
Kg stnosphere 
(0.0870) 
0.1598 
0.0242 
0.0271 
% HgO of 
hydrstloa 
3.764 
5.765 
0.SS2 
0.864 
Weight Of 
Cu regain­
ing 
1.1166 
1.6940 
1.9720 
2.3188 
1.0426 
1.0425 
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dftrk red, bltw-bleek, blaok, to blue-blaok with speaks of red copper* 
The sl&'toring of the eatalyst irith a change is particle siee could aeeovist 
for the oolor change* BoireTer, the red epeoka siiggest seme decoi^sition 
of the enproiui oxide to copper b^ the loss of oxygen. The coe^rcial 
8a»ple on heating changed from red to bine-black to dark red. Th® oalou-
laticme on the cnproua oxide saaples are given in Table 7* 
TABLE 7 
CoopoBition of the Catalyst and the CooBBercial 
Saii^le of Cuprous Oxide 
% S2O Total % Gn % Ox^wa % Ct^O ^ Cu as 
Saa^le hydrati^ (by snb- (calcula- isetal (oal-
traction) tion) culation) 
Catalyst 5.78 85.72 10.52 94.12 2.12 (I) 
Cosntreial 0.3S 89.81 9.84 88.08 11.62 
Pro® the results of the analysis of the cuprous oxide catalyst, 
lf(»isel*s nei^od of preparation produces cuprous oxide, slightly hydrated, 
and containing a saall astount of free oopper. Of the total copper (85.72^) 
in the eatalyst (I), 2.47 per oent was present as as'tollio oopper and 
97.53 per cent was present as ouproue oxide* fhe analysis of two different 
preparations of the catalyst gave about 1 per oent difference in the total 
per oent oopper (Table 6). Therefore the oonpositicoi of the cuprous oxide 
eatalyst is a function of the a»thod of preoipitati^ and drying. The 
change in color during the fomation of the eatalyst is caused by a de­
crease in partiele sise and a loss of adsorbed water (46). After drying 
the catalyst under vacuum for two days, suse adsorbed water is retained 
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and held t»i»oiously. This hydrated mter mty be m& Important faeter 
in tbe |>r<nM»tioB of the eatalyet hy oaloitm oxide and ot)»r basie oxidea* 
b, yaaadioB tetro3d.de« fhe preparation of Yaaadiom tetrozide (43) 
prodvteee a eubetaaoe vhloh loaea vater «i heating. A aanple that had been 
dried at ICK)^ to C* for 14 hoiira «a« found to retain water* 
Oro* (12) prepared whloh tme a dark green amrphous povder 
that adsorbed oaygen and molittare from the air and analysed 92«6 and 95*6 
per oent by titration with KifaO^ and fusion to TgOg respeotively* 
This Biaterial resembles Stewart's preparation very closely, A red orys-
tallise dlhydrate, V^O^'ZBgO, vas obtained by Eoppel and Behrendt (26) 
by reduction of •gOg with SOg end eonoentrating in a oarbon dioxide atsaos-
phere. Qa exposure to air this substanoe beea»e green, triiieh i«as shown by 
Pariai (57) to be caused by a partial oxidation to TgOe* ilellor (Sl) 
states that loses one moleoula of water at 140® to 150® C. to 
give a bluish-blaok produet* and that it requires an inert atmosphere and 
200® to 250^ C* to obtain blaok, anl^drous "vaaadiuK tetroxide* 
Aeoording to ^ese referenoes vanadiuai tetroxide prepared from 
Stewart's direotions, vhieh srields an olire gre«K product^ is hydrated 
and contains some Tan&dium pentoxide formed by oxidation during drying. 
These facts indicate the catalyst, atabiliser, uad premoter nust be 
earefully prepared, dried^ and stored under anhydrous conditions* In aiy 
series of rate oomparis<ms, the eatalyat and the stabiliser must be taken ^ ly 
frora samples prepared at one tise. The ti»e required to weigh and mix the 
three ingredients in the air aust be held to a siniauB* Tariations of the 
humidity of the air nay have a significant effect on the calcium oxide in 
the catalyst mixtures. For this reason tl» operations of grinding the 
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e«tftlyat nistture «ixd loadiag the bonfe wars perfonaed aa rapidly peaslble* 
S. Calibraticm of the bomb* 
The relationship between the drop in pa-essure, indicated by the gauge» 
and the amount of hydrogen adsorbed must be known in order to obtain the 
number of moles of hydrogna used by the hydrogen aooeptor* fhm deorease 
is pressure on the gauge is a funotioa of the voltaM of the bosib, the 
volume of the hydrogen acceptor, the TO1UB», amount, and kind of catalyst, 
and the temperature of the bomb. Copper ohromite and the promoted cuprous 
oxide catalyst were used to hydrogenate acetone quantitatirsly to isopropyl 
alcohol. Adkins and Craraer (S) found acetone to be an excellent standard 
for calibration. The conditions and method employed for this calibration 
were sade as similar as possible to that used for the rate comparisons. 
k weighed sample of dry acetone, equivalent to the volume of hydrogen 
aoeeptor used in the rate comparisons (42 nl. of furfural^ §8.5 nl. of 
aoetophenone), and the weighad catalyst, comparable in weight to that used 
for the catalysts in the hydrogenstion studies, were introduced into the 
bomb. When using 42 ml. of acetone the Initial hydrogen pressure was the 
same as that used In hydrogenating furfural, nasaely 1000 p.s.i. at room 
temperature. It was necessary to use 1300 p.s.i* as the initial pressure 
for 58.5 q1« of acetone in order that the final pressure approxiaated the 
final pressure obtained when aoetophenone was hydrogen*ted. The initial 
pressure was taken after the bomb was agitated for five uiinutee in order 
to allow it to cose to equilibrium. The final pressure was taken after 
the bomb had been cooled to roo» teB^>erature. Distillation of the product 
gave a constant boiling point of 81.5° C. which was that of isopropyl 
ftloohol* 
flw nmbttr of sol«8 of hydrogen us«d was esXeulatsd fros th» IdoAl ga.s 
laar, n s F7/kf. 7h«t pressurs raadings wsr* convwrted to absolute ^N»88\tr«« 
at 0° G» The difference between the initial and final pressures at room 
temporattire, corrected to absolute pressures at 0° C., gave the drop in 
pressure and P in the •qtuition. The voIium, V, was 0*496 liters (volcne 
of bomb, not incloding •olune in gauge and valve block) sinus the voliaae 
of liquid and oataljrst (either 0.045 or 0.060 liters). The tea|)eratuare, 
T, was 273*^ A. and R ims in the appropriate units. 
The results are shown in Table 8. The tise required for the hydrogena-
ti(m using copper ohromite ms 26 ninutes, and three hours vhen us tog the 
cuprous oxide mixture. The temperature at the start of hydrogenation was 
approximtely 145^ C. for both catalysts. When the hydro^ation was in* 
ecaaplete at the tine the temperature of the boai> reached ZOO^, the themo* 
Stat was controlled at this temperature until the pressure remained constant 
and CO further hydrogenation ooourred. 
TABLE 8 
Calibration of 
Tolume of Moles of Catalyst 7ot»X sioles Moles of 
aoetcme ftoetcow of 1^ twed excess Bg 
al» (approx.) retained 
42 0.567 1.75g, CuCrgO^ 0.625 0.058 
42 0.670 1.7eg. Ci^r204 0.624 0.054 
42 0.566 0.7g, CugO, 0.35g. 0.627 0.050 
^2*^4* C«0 
68.5 0.817 1.7eg» Ci^r204 0.864 0.047 
58.5 0.80B 0.7g» 0.3&tg. 0.864 0.056 
VjgOa, 0.7g. CaO 
S8.5 0.S02 It n « 0.8S7 Q.Og& 
ATsrage 0.05fi 
t 0.008 
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Tb» mr9rt^0 mumbmr of aoles of l^rSreeea r«t»in«d by tho boB3> and its 
eoatenta, over aad aboiro ^ftt roqitired for hydrogeaatlcm, was 0.0S5 t 0,006, 
mad is the smm for 42 al* or 68*6 al* of liquid using eopper ehroaite «r 
cuprous eadde eatalyst* This eorreotion will be applied to all the subse* 
quent hydrogenstitms employing furfural and acetophenone. 
In order to follow the course of tiie hydrogenations, tour rtms were 
perfomed eaploying 42 tal. of furfural, no catalyst, 0.5 g. of vanadium 
tetroxide, and 0.280 to 1.400 g* of ealoiua oxide* Ttere wms a gradusl 
drop in the ealeulated absolute fa>essure at 0^ C. iriiich reached a ^Muciautt 
at 145^ Cm^ bcHsb teiq>erature. Mot all of this adsorbed h^rogen was re­
leased when the bomb was cooled to room temperature. Upon opening the 
bomb this adsorbed hydrogen was evolved as evidenoed by effereseenee oc-
curring in the liquid* nie results of those rims are listed in ^ ble 9* 
lABLL 3 
Calibration of Bomb (no catalyst) 
Absolute pressure 
drop up to 14&^ C 
Weight of Cao 
adUled to 0*5g 
Total drop in Moles of Hg 
pressure after adsorbed 
cooling 
0.2b0 25 0*034 
0.g2& 68 0.030 
0.700 70 17 0.02S 
1.400 75 24 0.033 
Average » 0.030 t 0»(XJ7 
It is interesting to note that wltSQ Meazol, Stewart, and Stansrson 
used the large booib (8.85 liters), 'ttiey obtained a slight jo^ssure increase 
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as th« b<mib was being warraed, while In all run# with the siaall bomb (0«S 
lit«r) in iio case was a pressure increase over the initial presetire obserred. 
They attributed the pressure inorease to the decreased solubility of the 
hydrogen and the inereaeed vapor pressure of the furfural. However, 250 al* 
of furfural was mei in the large bomb, whereas 42 ml. was used in the small 
bomb, fhe -volusie of free gaseous spaee per mole of furfural was 1200 ml* 
for the large b<HBb and 920 ml. for the smll bomb. L»»s catalyst per mole 
of furfural was used in t}^ siaall bos^ than in the large bonb. Ilierefore, 
the ^crease In pressure up to 145® C. ean only be attributed to adsorp­
tion of the hydrogen by the solid and liquid. 
4* Pinal i^had of hydrogeaaticm. 
A known weight of o&lciun hydroxide was deooopossd in an unglased 
crucible at 900® to 1(K>0® C. for aj^roxlmately three hours to give the 
desired theoretieal weight of ealciua oxide without further weighing. It 
was allowed to oool in » desioeator containing phosphoric oxide for (me 
hour before use. 
The meticulously cleaned bomb and head were reaoved from the drying 
oven and oooled in a bucket of water, being careful not to get water inside 
the cylinder. 
The cxiprouE oxide catalyst and vanadium tetroxide were weighed on a 
watch glass, brushed into the agate mortar ai^ ground until the raixtore 
appeared homogeneous (dark red), the hydrogttn acceptor was measured inte 
a dry graduated cylinder, fhe ealeitm oxide in the crucible was added to 
the mixture, brushing out adhering particles, and imiaediately gro^md tmtil 
it too was homogeneous (dark red). All these operations were performed as 
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rapidly fts possible* 
fhe eetalyst mixture ms edde4 to the boai>, Itrushing any adhering 
partieles into the boab. The aeeeptor vae added aad the boBia» sealed and 
loaded into ooabinaticoi shaker-h^ter* About 400 p.s.i. of hydrogen 
from the low pressure tank was used to flush out the air. Hydrogen was 
then run In until the pressure gauge read 1030 p.s*i«, the ralve on the 
gauge blook closed, <»d the shaker started, fhe bonb was allowed to roek 
until the pressure reoained eonstant (1(K)0 to 1010 p»8.i*) and i^e boab 
and eontents ea»s to e<;pilibriua» l%te tiae, tesqfMrature, and pressure were 
recorded as the shaker and heater were started, leadings were taken erery 
five lainutes by stopping the shaker for as short a tine as possible lAile 
reading the temperature and pressure. 
When the temperature of the bomb reached 200° C., the heating circuit 
was dise^ameeted, and the readings e<mtinued voatil the bomb eooled to 1S0^ 
to 160^ C. Tbm boafe was removed from the shaker and eooled to room tMpera-
ture by immersion into water. The pressure was read, the bomb opened, and 
a thermometer was held against the inside wall to obtain the final tempera­
ture. fhe temperature rise and cooling was fotmd to be quite constant and 
reproducible. 
The contents were emptiad into a small bottle which was stoppered and 
labelled. The bomb cylinder was washed with liberal amovaits of water, using 
a large brush. Zt was wiped dry with a towel, rinsed with acetone, then 
distilled water, and wiped dry with a clean towel* The bomb head was cleaned 
with water and acetone, using a pipe cleaner to remove catalyst from the 
bent steel tube and blow off hole, and wiped dry* The cylinder and head 
were placed in the drying oven mtil ready for another irtm. 
When ooppar ehromit« ofttalyat w&« used as the oat«lyst, it tmrn weighed 
on the weitoh glass and brushed into the boab directly. 7he technique in 
using ealoiuB oxide ms applied to the use of strontium oxide and nagnesim 
oxide. Barium oxide, taken directly froa the o(MBgs«reial bottle, was weighed 
rapidly on a wateh glass and added to the previously grotmd mixture of 
euprous oxide and vanadium tetroxide* Chroiaium (ill) oxide was used in the 
smm mumw as the vanadium tetroxide* 
5. Method of eoaparlson of catalytic activity. 
7he method for comparing catalytic activity, most suitable to this 
study, was lAsed tm the curves obtained by graphing the decrease of hydro­
gen pressure a^inst the time. The observed pressures being reduced to 
the ttworctical absolute pressure at O*' C. made the pressure decr«««e pro­
portional to the hydrogen consumption* For the purpose of comparing cata­
lytic activity of catalysts, drop in pressure my be compared as well as 
Btolos of hydrogen adsorbed, the curves illustrated the rate at which 
l^drogenatioQ took place, ths extent of hydrogenation, and the difference 
is temperature at the start of the reaction. Although the curves best 
illustrated the coB^tarable rate of reaction, the time required for the 
ccmsiimption of 0.4b moles of hydrogen was utilised to indicate the varia­
tion in the rate. 
The tei^erature at which hydrogenation coramnced was another useful 
basis for ecmparing the catalysts. However, this teaaperature varied betweoa 
140® to 160® C. for most of the catalysts used. Where importsLnt differ­
ences occurred, this teii^rature will 1m noted. 
the total moles of hydro^n oonsta»sd gave a good basis for the rela-
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tif« ftotlTities of the efttalysts* although an aotiw catalyst Btay not he 
as seleotive in its hydrogenation as a less aotivs one. IRie latter state-
Bte&t is partieularly true in the l^rogenation of furfural, as ntanerous 
products have been obtained depending on the temperature, tiise of hydrogena-
tion, and eatalj^t eaployed. Adkins and coworkers (2), using copper chroaite, 
hvm found fturfuryl alcohol to be the first substance produced, which can 
yield tetrahydrofurfuxyl alcohol, sylvan, 1,6 and l,2-pentanedlol8, tetra-
hydrosylvan, and nomal and secondary anyl alcohols. Practically qoanti-
tativa yields of farfaryl alcohol can be obtained by controlling the 
tea^rature at 160® to 160** C., using copper ohromite. Higher tewpera-
tures, as obtained in this study, prodticed some of the other products ia 
addition to furfuryl alcohol* Since the ob;}eet of this study was to deter-
siae the relfttive activities of the catalysts employed, a ctmplete anal3r8is 
as to the nature of the hydrogenstion products was not perfonaed. In the 
ease of the hydrogenation of furfural, Msnsel (32) has shown that the 
cuprous oxide c&talyst gave furfuryl alcohol and sylvan and sorae bSglMwr 
boiling naterials. Where aoetophenone was used the analysis of the 
products will be mentioned, 
». Bate of reaction. The rate of reeotion, arbitrarily defined as 
the ti®B required for the consumption of 0.45 mole of hydrogen, was ob­
tained directly from the cierves without any correction for the adsorbed 
hydrogen. In order to obtain the decrease in pressure, the observed 
pressure was reduced to absolute pressure at 0® C. by adding 16 p.s.i. to 
the observed reeding and multiplying by the appropriate temperature factor 
to convert the pressure to 0® c. Bach absolute pressure at 0® C. was used 
to give the decrease in presstire per tiB» Interval, starting with the 
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initial r«ftdi&g as s«ro. the blank rms with furfural (see table 9)« 
it «as observed that the initial pres«ure adsorpticm reached a maziaua drop 
at approxiHjataljr 148® Cm, aad in almost all the hydrogenatiOQS with furfural 
no appreciable hjpdrogeuatieu occurred below this tea^erature* The deerease 
in pressure is the oumlative presstare drop aad was plotted as the ordinate 
against tiffls as the abscissa* For aoetoidienone the tins and decrease in 
pressure irore taken as sero at 12S^ C» 
b. Moles of hydrogen used* Tb» Boles of hydrogen used for ^ drogena-
tion wer« calculated as (tescribed under the calibration of the bo»b. the 
correction factor for the mole* of hydrogen adsorbed by the contents over 
and abo-Ttt the l^rdrogen actually reacting was applied* 
temperature of reaotl«i» the ainiBua teoperature of 
reaoticm is the teaperature of the bomb at the start of the actual hydro-
gemti(»i* Sy plotting decrease of pressure versus ths teaperature of the 
boB&>, the tei^r&ture at which the curve started to rise from the horisontal 
gave the ni&iasaa teaperature of reaction. 
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FRESmAflOX A8D DXSCUSSIOH OF KBSULfS 
A. Effect on the Eydrogeaatlon of Furfural by Varying the Aaovmt of 
Tan&diim fetroxide is the C&ttilyst 
Stennrt (45) found raziadium tetroxide to be en effective stabilixer 
for preventing the reduction of cuprous oxide in thw cnproue oxide-c&lcii« 
oxide mixture when hydrog«nating furfural and acetophwnone. The variation 
of tiie weight of vanadium tetroxide with fixed weights of cuprous oxide 
{O.TOg.) and calcium oxide (0.525g.) tfaa undertaken in this study in 
order to obtain furtter evidence on its behavior in, the catalyst siixture. 
sixtur© used by Ster/art had the following cocqjositionj S.8g* CugO, 
2.8g. and 2«8g. CaO (weight ratio 10 » 4.8S i 4.83). Prelisiinary 
hydrogenationa using various mixtures of those ingredients (see Table 3) 
showed that mixtures richer in oalcixun oxide and vanadium tetroxide gave 
better rates iiian the one employed by Stewart. 
In order to test the reproducibility of the method, four hydrogenations, 
using the saise mixture of cuprous oxide-vanadltm tetroxide-caloiua oxide 
(weight ratio 10 t 10 > 7.5), were performed and the results are shown is 
Table 10 and Figxare 1. These four runs represented the widest variation 
obtained with any eingle catalyst mixture. Further improvements in the 
method w®r« considered unneceesary in work of this nature. 
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fABLB 10 
Sei»redueibility of Metiiod 
Catftl^t e 0.7(%* CugO* 0.70g« VgQ^, O.SSSg. CftO 
Weight Sfttie Cu20«7204tCft0 s lOtlOtT.S 
Kumber Drop in pi>essure Rate ia alnutes Holes of 
Pig. 1 to 146® C, at dp » 330 H2 used 
1 86 86 0.683 
2 100 33.6 0.680 
S 59 32 0.616 
4 68 34 0.600 
Sinoe tiM ftdditioa of iBereeaiag aaomts of muoAdium tetroxide had a 
•Rail hxxt positive influeooe on the ra^, two or ntore rime were made oa 
each cRtalyst mixture in order to obtain an average for that particular 
i^zture. The averages ha-re been plotted in Figure 2 and the results are 
oo^pared is Table 11. The only deviation from the method, ae described 
preTiously, occurred in grinding the catalyst mixture| the three ingre­
dients vere ground at one tioe and not separately* The stoles of hydrogen 
used and the Biinimvsa temperature of reaction are the averages obtained 
froB t^ independent runs using the sane oatalyst laizture* 
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ILIUTES 
j^ig. 1. P.eT)roduclbility of the I.^ethod for the 
Hydrogenation of (.50 mole of Furfural. The Catalyst 
rixture consisted of 0.7Cg. GugO, C.70g. ¥2^4, Gnd 
0.525g. CaO. \7eight r?atic of CUjjC: VgO^t GaO = 
10: 10: 
"•fT TTTTmr»Ct i  ^_L lit 
-fiS-
TASLH II 
Sffeot tm tli» Ofdrogesfttion of Purfurftl hy Varyiag 
the kaomt ef ^ 2^4 in the Cutalyst Cu2O*T204»CftO 
So* flight Wei^t Hfttio HiBlansB Sate liolee of 
Fig. 2 ^2^4 CU2O t V2O4 t tenperatta^ Miautes at % ueed 
of reaotioi dP « 530 
® C. 
I 0.00 10 0 7.6 167 55 0.483 
z 0,10 10 1.43 7.g 161 42 0.488 
3 0.20 10 2.86 7.6 154 38.5 0.485 
4 0»S0 10 4.29 7.5 152 34 0.506 
5 O.SO 10 7.14 7.5 145 34.5 0.522 
6 0.70 10 10.00 7.6 145 33.5 0.544 
7 1.00 10 14.30 7.5 145 35 0.534 
It is readily soen from Table 11 and Figure 2 that increasing amount! 
of vanadium tetroxide favored a lowering of the minimxan teaperatvire at the 
start of the reaction, but beyond a weight ratio of CugO to V2O4 of 10 to 
7 it had no noticeable effect. The addition of vanadium tetroxide in­
creases the rate of reaction, but amounts of vanadium tetroxide to cuprous 
oxide equal to or greater than 4.S to 10 by weight had a constant rate. 
A significant increase in the consumption of hydrogen was produced by a 
weight ratio of cuprous oxide to vanadium tetroxide equal to or greater 
than 10 to 4.S. The fact that more than a half mole of hydrogen was ad­
sorbed indicated the formation of i'urther hydrogenated products of fur-
furyl alcohol. The last mixture of CugO to vanadiua tetroxide of 10 to 
14.3 gave a hydrogenation curve apparently out of line but within the 
experimental limits of error. A weight ratio of cuprous oxide to oalcius 
oxide other than the one used here may produce somewhat different results. 
-S4> 
A ouprouB oxids whleh wa* further dried under e neroviry dif­
fusion pmsp for three days and nights and used in one of the abore M-Xttxres 
did not giw aii^ deviation froa the rm on the untreated cuprous oxide* 
The addition of vanadium tetroxide to a mixture of cuprous oxide and 
ealcltat oxide used as a oatalyst in the li^drogenation of furfural produces 
a faster rate of reaoti<m« Xmmrs the ten^erature at which t^ reaetioa 
starts, and gives a greater consumption of hydrogen in the saae tiaie inter­
val than a catalyst compoeed of only cuprous oxide and calcium oxide. 
S« iffeet on tlui ^ydrogenation of Furfural by Varying the kaamt of 
CaloloB Oxide in the Oatalyst Cu20-7204-Ci^ 
•easel (32) used a Height ratio of cuprous oxide to calcitat oxide of 
10 to 5«S1 and found the mixture to be satisfactory for the hydrog^aticm 
of aldel^es* Stewart (43) and Staners<» (42) used a weight ratld of 
euprous oxide to vanadiisB tetroxide to oalcium oxide of 10 to 4*83 to 
4*8S as a catalyst and found it to be very active* Previous work, as noted 
is fables 3 and 4, had indicated the inportance of t^e euprous oxide to 
ealcitaa oxide ratio in the oatalyst cuprous oxide-vanadiua tetroxide-calcim 
oxide. It is interesting to find that Calinga^rt and Mgar (10) added oal-
oiu» oxide directly to furfural in their snail plant-scale ^^drogenatim 
of furfural to furfuryl alcohol over copper ohromite, and found that it 
helped the rate and prevented the product ffrom. getting dark in color* 
The weights of cuprous oxide and vanadium tetroxide rejaained fixed 
at 0*700 g* and 0*5(K} g* respectively in studying the effect of varying 
the anount of ealoiun oxide* fhis represented a weight ratio of euprotis 
oxide to calciuBt oxide of 10 to 7*14» which was fotmd to be ccmvenient 
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•ad appropriftt* troa the i»reoadlng The a'wrftge rate ourrea of tiro 
to four rtma have been plotted in Figure 3 and the orasparisons are shown 
in fable 12. The minimim tenperatiure of reaeticm and the moles of hydrogen 
used are the avera^s obtained fron the independent rtms using the saM 
catalyst mixture. 
TABLE 12 
Effect ea the B^rogenation of Furfural by Varying 
the Amount of CaO in the Catalyst Ctt20-7204'»Ca0 
Bo. Weight freight Ratio Miniaus Rate Holes of 
Pig. s CaO CttgO 1 T2O4 , CaO temperature Minutes at % 
of reaetioa 
« C. 
dP s 330 
1 0.227 10 7.14 3.24 169 0.268 
2 0.280 10 7.14 4.00 160 63 0.478 
3 O.S&O 10 7.14 S.OO 158 68 0.489 
4 0.420 10 7.14 6.00 154 42 0.496 
5 0.490 10 7.14 7.00 164 39 0.603 
6 0.625 10 7.14 7.60 161 37.6 0.499 
T o.geo 10 7.14 8.00 146 36 0.497 
0.630 10 7.14 9.00 146 34.S 0.601 
8 0.700 10 7.14 10.00 142 34 0.506 
9 1.000 10 7.14 14.29 136 23.6 0.661 
10 1.400 10 7.14 20.00 136 23.6 0.628 
Sot plotted in Figure 3 as points lie between ntadjers 7 and 8. 
Varying the amount of oaloiun oxide in the catalyst mixtlire had a 
aoeh greater effeet cm the aotivity of the eatalyst than varying the 
amount of Tanadivos tetrozide. The results of this series definitely 
show the ii^rtanee of ^ ealeiua oxide for proaotix^ the euprous 
oxide eatalyst. In ^neral« increasing the amount of oaleium oxide in 
thB eatalyst idxture favored lowering of the minimoa te]iq>erature of 
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20 30 40 
MINUTES 
Fig. 3. The Effect on the Rate of Hydrogenation of Furftiral by 
Varying the Amount of CaO in the Catalyst Cu20-Vg04-Ca0. The 
Weight Ratio of OugO to V2O4 was 10 to 7.14, 
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rs&otion, ineroRsing th« rat®, and producing a higher yield of hydroganatad 
product in a shorter time interral. A lowering of S4® in the minirarai te»per-
ature of reaction as evidenced by nmbers 1 and 9 is a significant quantil^ 
when one considers that a 10 degree rise in tes^erftture lutually doubles the 
speed of a reaction# Using a catalyst aetiTe at a low teii^erature would 
render less likely the formation of more highly hydrogenated products of 
furfural. 
Ci;Bnres numbered 9 and 10, using the catalyst mixtures with the largest 
aaounts of oaloiua oxide, are so close together that further inereases in 
the ratio of oalcium oxide in the catalyst were not tried. Vhen tt» larger 
amounts of ealsiun oxide were used it required a long exposure to the at-
msj^ere before the catalyst could be made homogeneous by grinding* 
C. Additional Experiments on the E(jrdrogenatios of Furfural 
In order to deteraine the best method for preparing the eatalyst 
ouprous oxide-'vanadiun tetaroxide-ealciiai oxide, a few additlmial factors 
were varied* The effect of trying the aaoiint of eatalyst to the aaomt 
of furfural, the effeet of the period of standing of calciYoi oxide before 
use in the catalyst mixture, the effect of replacing the vanadium tetroxide 
with ehroniuR (111) oxide in the eatalyst, ti» effeet of using furfural 
containing four per cent of water, and a ocmparison of copper ohrooEnite 
eatalyst with the ouprous oxide-vanadium tetroxide-oalcium oxide eatalyst 
were ehosen for inv«stigatio»» The results of experii^nts tm these factors 
are summrised in Table 13 and Figure 4. 
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So. 
Fig. 4 
TABLE 15 
fiydro^{ifttio& of Purfm*ftl (0«S B»>1«} 
Cfttftlyst mBimn 
t«nperfttur« 
R&t« 
Minutss ftt 
Moles of 
Bg usftd 
of reaotioa dp s 350 
146 33.S 0.512 
149 56 O.SIO 
149 34.6 0*515 
155 - 0.43S 
160 
-
0.361 
160 47 0.500 
147 28 0.556 
148 2S 0.555 
1" 
2 
S 
4 
5 
6 
r 
0,70g. CogO, 0.36f. VjO^, 
0»70g, C«0 
Sane a« 8o. 1. CaO stood 
24 hours b»for« mo 
Sasie fts Xo. I* CftO stood 
72 hoiirs before «se 
S«Be as Ho. 1. 4% water 
{»re8«Bt in the furftiral 
1.4Q|g. 
X.7Sg. OuCpgO^^ 
0.70g. Cuop* CrgOs, 
0.70g. C»0 
X.4Qg. CUgOji 0.70g. "^2^4* 
Q*70g. CaO 
*• fiesults obtained from the average of four hydrvgenations* 
^ Copper chromite catalyst stabilised with a barius salt* 
1. Effect on the hydrogenation of furfural by varying the amount of oaprowi 
saia'lwi' Cs' oxi^e in the o ^l^t €^0»V204-Ca0. 
fime, tesperfctiire, pressure of hydrogen, aaount of i^rogen aoeeptor« 
and wei^t of catalyst are, within certain liMts, interpendwat variables 
in tha rate of hydrogenation. Increasing the asKitait of oatalyst oay oause 
a faster rate and henoe save tins during a hydrogenation, or allow lower 
temperatures or pressures to be used. A larger anotmt of oatalyst nay evwn 
remove impurities which might otherwise render a small aaount of catalyst 
inactive. Usually on laboratory soale high pressure reductions with hydro­
gen, the l^rogen aooeptor is the most important cati^ rather H^Nan the 
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U200 
cnlbO 
KEY 
Catalyst 
0 * • Cu^O f 0 • 3^^* 
0.7g.Ca0 
dltto-CaO stood 24b. 
ditto-CaO stood 72h 
dltto-4)l HfO presant 
in Furfural 
1.40g. CuCrgO^ 
1.75g. CuCrs04 
0.7g.Cus0, 0.35g 
CrsOa, 0.7g.Ca0 
1 f 0 • 7^» • 
0.7g.Ca0 
30 40 
MINUTES 
Fig. 4. The Effect of Various Catalysts on the Rate of 
Hydrogenation of Furfural. 
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aaotmt of catalyst. Howwr, the eatalyst used must be io a fin© etat« 
of subdivision in order that thorough mixing of th« eatalyst and hydrogen 
acceptor i« aocoraplished by mechanical agitation. For qtiantities of hy­
drogen acceptor between 50 to 100 grasia, it is coiSBOn practice to use from 
2 to 15 per cent of the weight of the hydrogen acceptor as the asaount of 
the catalyst depending <m the ease of reduction of the compomd. Adkins (2) 
recoEBwaads 2 to 4 per cent for aldehydes and ketones. Where a substance 
has se-veral possibilities of reduction, as with furfural, it may be advan­
tageous to use a large amount of catalyst and a lover ten^xjrattire to enable 
hydro^nation to proceed to a desired product in a very short tira© without 
complications of seoondary products which result at higher temperatitres* 
It «as expected that up<ni increasing the amount of eatalyst the rate 
of l:ydrog«aation of a half isole of furfural would be increased. This 
mis found to be true and t^» insults are shown by coBiparing nunibers 1 and 
8 in fable IS and Figure 4. The asount of cuprous oxide and vanaditm 
tetroxide in number 8 was twice t^at used in number 1, but the aoount of 
calcium oxide remained the same because of mechanical difficulties in 
raising a larger sample, Although the rate and extent of hydrogenatitm 
were increased, t!» teaperature at the start of the reactiens remined the 
sam. Prom the results of the experiments on the effect of varying the 
amount of calcium oxide in the catalyst Eixtiare (Table 12 and Figure S), 
increasing the amount of calcium oxide would produce a faster mte of 
reaction and would lower the temperatta^ at the start of the h^rogenatioa. 
2. Effect on the hydrogenation of furfural by varying the period of staodins 
of the eaieiua'oxide ^  in the ^talyst Cttg0-T204-CiR0. 
It was of interest to determine if tlw period of standing of the 
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caleium oscide in the dssioeator ooctainijag phosphoric oxide had any deleter­
ious effect on its ability to promote the cuprous oxide oatalyst. f«o ruaa 
were mde in whieh the ealciura oxide stood for one and tluree days in the 
desiccator. In all other hydrogenations the caleiua oxide was freshly pre­
pared and allowed to cool only one hour before use* Susibers 1, Z, and S 
in fable 1^ and Figure 4 showed that the standing in the desiccator had 
practically no effect on the hydrogenaticaa, within the limits of error# 
3. Bffeet on the hydrogenntion of furfural by using a Cu20-Cr20g-Ca0 catalyst. 
Chromium (III) oxide was found by Stewart (43) to be a very effectiTe 
promoter for the euprous oxide-caloiua oxide fixture in tto hydregenatiim 
of furfural. Bimber 7 in Table IS and Figure 4 illustrated the effieieney 
of this proaoter. This catalyst resembles copper chronite eatalyst in 
oosipoeition to SOBH> extent, but on OCXSPARISC it to nto^r 6 in Table 13 ajsd 
Figure 4 in irtiieh an equal weight of copper ehr<HRite eatalyst was used 
the cuprous ozide-ohroaium (ill) oxide-ealeiYm oxide showed a nuoh greater 
aetivity. Despitai the better protpotien of the euproue oxide-ealoiun oxide 
nixture by the OrgO^, it was not considered as satisfaotory & proaoter as 
the Tanadium tetroxide beeause CrgOj has sore pronouiioed dehydrating ability 
(39). This Is indioated by the greater nuaber of aoles of hydrogen used 
in nn^r 7 than in I* 
4. 0ff»0t of the presence of water in furfural on the hydrogenation 
using the oa'teiyst C«^0-il^<i^4-da0* 
!Rie addition of 2 «1. of water to 0«5 stole of furft«ral (4^ water by 
weight) produeed a decided decrease in the rate of the reaction as e-videneed 
by number 4 in Table IS sad Figure 4. It is notewortlgr that the eatalyst 
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vtks not completely inftotiTftted by the presence of water, Tnhioh would be 
of importanee in considering the possible use of the catalyst for the hydro-
genatlon of eomiaercial furfural which contains ft ssmll amount of water. 
S. Compariaon of copper ehroalte and cuprous oxide-vanadium tetroxlde-
ealcltaa oxide on the rate of hy^rogen&tion of furfural. 
Comparing the run using 1.76 g. of copper ehroalte catalyst with the 
run using 1.75 g. of CugO-VgO^-CaO catalyst (numbers 6 and 1 in Table 13 
and Figure 4), it is to be noted that the ouprous oxide mixture was con­
siderably more active. The temperature at the start of the reaction was 
15 degrees higher in the case of the run using copper chromlte and the 
rate of the reaction was much slower* These factors make the use of the 
cuprous oxide-vanadium tetroxide-oaloium oxide catalyst more advantageoxis 
than the copper chromite catalyst in the hydrogenation of furfural. 
D. Effect of Various Catalysts on the Hydrogenation of Acetophenone 
The next phase of the work was concerned with the hydrogenation of 
acetophenone using the same catalysts as were used in the hydrogenation 
of furfural. Acetophsncai© is a more difficult compound to hydrogenate 
than furfural and its use was hoped to furnish additional information for 
Improving the cuprous oxtde-vanadixao tetroxide-calcium oxide catalyst. 
Adklns (2) hydrogenated 0.4 mole of acetophenone in 30 minutes using one 
gram of copper chromite catalyst at 150® C. and obtained a 95 per cent 
yield of nsethylphenylcarbinol. Copper ehroaite at temperatures of 250® C. 
or higher will reduce secondary alcohols to the liydrocarbon, consequently 
acetophenone will yield ethylbenzene. Coppor chroraite is not active for 
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tlM hydros«Batioa ot bensMold &aolei« ezMpt in speeial eases. 
A TOltan* of 66*5 b1. of aeetophenone (0.5 aole) was measured into a 
dry graduated eylinder and the same operations as desorlbed previously were 
pdrforme4« IRie tine i& minutes and the decrease in pressure, as plotted, 
ware both takan as sero when th« tesiperature of the bomb reached 126® C. 
fhe Toluets left in the bomb for hydrogen was 0.4SS liter* the deorease 
is pressure oorresponding to 0.4S raole of hydrogen uras 942 p.s.i* The 
results are shown in fable 1.4 and Figure S* 
TABLE U 
%drogemtion of ftoetoph<Hi<Mje (0.6 «ole) 
lo. Catalyst Weight Ratio Minimaa Kate Moles of 
Fig.S of temperature Minutes at R2 used 
CujOtTjO^tCaO of reaotion dP • 542 
1 1.75g. CuCrgO^ 160 30.5 0.530 
2 0.7^^. Cu2i0,0.7^^«Ca0 10 0 10 122 32.5 0.496 
S ®o. 2 reused -
-
0.029 
4 0#70g.Ctj20,0.5S^ .CS-O 10 0 5 130 46 0.494 
6 
6 
0.706.Ctt20,0,35g.Y204 
0.70g.Ca0 
So, S roused 
10 5 10 125 50.5 0.492 
0.253 
7 
8 
9 
0«70^»Cun0,0.50g.Cr 
O.TOg.CaO 
0.70g.cug0,0.35g.cr203 
0.70g.Ca0 
0.70g.Cu20 
10 
10 
10 
7.14 
Cr205 
5 
<^2°5 
10 
10 
0 
120 
122 
(155) 
69 0.460 
0.416 
0.061 
Tl» rtm. tuix^ oopper ohronite catalyst, nmber 1, ga-rs the beet rate 
and SK)st extmsive reduetion, but it had the highest ninlBmm teisperat\a*e 
of reaotion of all the catalysts used. Fractional distillatioa of ttM 
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KEY 
Catalyst 
•1 1.75g. CuCr204 
 ^ 0» g• Cu^010• • C&O 
No. 2 reused 
X4 O.7g.Cu20,0.35g.CB0 
+ 5 0. Vg.CU20,0.35g.V£04, 
0.7g.CaO 
• 6 No. 5 reused 
O 7 0» ^ g• Cu^O90*02*^039 
0•7g,CaO 
^8 0.7g.Cu20, 0.35g. 
CrgOs, 0.7g.ca0 
99 3.7g. CuoO 
30 40 
MINUTES 
Fig. 5. The Effect of Various Catalysts on the Rate 
of Hydrogenatiou of Acetophenone. 
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produet gelded imtcrr, ethylbensvm, ead B»sthylph«n3rI.6firbii3.ol* 7he yield 
of no thy Iphonylcarb inol ma approximately 80 p»r cent of the hydrogen&tad 
product* fh» ©tf^lbensen® ima idantified by th« following? boiling point 
WRS 136® C, at 742 B®. iMnsesure, the p-«»thylb«i««ae««lf<«Mi!Ride dori-witiTO 
gaw ft salting poiKt of 108.6® C. The racthylphonyloarbinol wn« idontifiod 
fte followsi boiliag point was 20<^ C. at 742 wa., msA the d,l-aet}^ljrtieByl-
oarbinyl S»«<.-BftphthylcwrbRii»t© dorivatJ'ro gficw « molting poiist of 105.5® C. 
It i« to be noted that copper chroaito gave a better rate of reaction 
with aoetophenono then with furfural {Tables 15 and 14) aad that tho CugO-
YgO^-CaO c&talyat h&d a slowor rat® of roaotion with mcotoph®noBO than with 
fisrfnral. Copper chroait® wta aotlw for thB mimtitm of aooto^erumo to 
®thylb®B8er» at 2(X)® C» which was tho hi^eet twRporatwro reaehad by the 
mthod desoribed herein. 
The affect of imrying the weight ratio of C'loiwa oxide to the ouproac 
oxide in the catalyst is ahown in numbers 2, 4, aiul 9 is Table 14 mtA 
Figure 6. CHproue oxide without any aaleivm oxide wa« quickly inaoti^ted 
in the hydrogeiMitioB as ahonn by number 9. The eatalyst in nmber 9 had 
a ^ight red eolor Indioating the catalyst had been x>eduoed to eopper. 
Inereaeing tl»» ratio of ealoim oxide to ouprous oxide produeed a faster 
rate of reaetlon as evldeneed by number 2 whioh ecmtained twieo as mueh 
oelcium oxide as nunber 4. The miniauia temperature of reaction was lowered 
by inoreasing tiiM aiaonnt of oaleiua oxide. Both these observatitms ag;ree 
with the results frow the hydrogenation of furfural. The presence of 
ealolus oxide was absolutely aeeeseary for preventing i^hm reduo%i<m of ths 
^p*o«s oxide eatalyst to inaotive copper* 
The effect of the addition of vaxmdiuB tetroxide to t^ o«^*otis oxide-
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oaloium oxide mixture is shown by numbers 2 and 5 in Table 14 end Figure 5. 
In this o&se,which is just the reverse of that found in hydrogenating fur­
fural, the addition of Tanadiiam tetroxide caused a decrease in the rate 
of reaction but the rainimuBi temperature of reaction was approximately the 
•aas. Both catalysts were active for the complete hydrogenation of 0.5 mole 
of acetophenone. In order to determine whether the vanadium tetroxide was 
actually acting as a stabiliser, both catalysts from the above two runs 
were allowed to settle from the hydrogenated product in tightly stoppered 
bottles for three days, the hydrogenated acetophenone decanted off, and 
the catalysts iiaaedlately washed into the bomb with another 0.6 mole of 
acetophenone* The results of the subsequent hydrogenations are compared 
in numbers 2 and 6 in Table 14 and Figure 5. The catalyst containing the 
vanadium tetroxide showed activity but the one containing only cuprous 
oxide and oalciiaa oxide showed little, if any, activity. This is considered 
evidence for tho ability of the vanadiizm tetroxide to stabilise the cuprous 
oxide-calcium oxide catalyst. In the hydrogenation of acetophenone by the 
catalyst the vanadium tetroxide is a stabilizer and not a 
promoter. 
The replacement of the vanadium tetroxide with chromium (ill) oxide 
in the cuprous oxide-calcium oxide catalyst decreased the activity of the 
catalyst in the hydrogenation of acetophenone. This was the reverse of 
its action in the catalyet on the hydrogenation of furfural. Numbers 7 
and 8 in Table 14 and Figure 5 show the results of the hydrogenations 
using the chromium (III) oxide. Larger quantities of this oxide would be 
required to produce a rate equivalent to smaller quantities of vanaditaa 
tetroxide. 
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of the hydrogenated aeetopheuone from the run using 
CU2O-T2O4-CAO (cumber 8} yielded only a traee of eti^lben&ene and water. 
Bie yield of aethylphsnylcarbinol obtained was approziimitely 95 per oent 
of the hydrogffia&ted produot* Therefore it can be said that Qxi>^-'7z04^''<i90 
catalyst Is not as aetive a l^drogenolysis eatalyst as copper chromite and 
i« more selective. 
E. Alkaline Sarth Oxides as Promoters for Cuprous Oxide-7anadium Tetroxide 
in t^e Hydrogenatimn of Furfural and Aoetophenone. 
iiensel (52) found rasgnesim oxide promoted cuprous oxide whereas 
barium oxide was detrimental in the hydrogenatira of furfural* Stanersffla 
(42) obtained no adsorption of hydrogen for cuprous oxide-^agnesiua oxide 
eatalyst but found this iBixfcure to be aotive for the hydrogenation of 
furfural (see fable 2). However, it produced a slow rate of reaoticm smd 
required a high temperature at the start of the reaction in comparison to 
the other catalysts investigated. Stanerson found barium oxide promoted 
cuprous oxide in adsorbing hydrogen better than azgr of the other catalysts 
containing cuprous oxide* Be also obtained a good hydrogenation rate for 
cuprous oxide-lMtriOB oxide, but a o(»^lete reduction of the furfural did 
not ocear* Barivn oxide is difficult to obtain in a pure statej ispure 
barivoB oxide may have caused the difference in tl» results obtained by 
Hmsel and Stanerson. 
Strontiim oxide added to cuprous oxide was practically a non-adsorber 
of hydrogen and a poor eatalyst for the ^^drogenation of furf\u*al (42). 
Calcitm oxide added to cuprous oxide did proaiote adsorpticm of hydrogen. 
Its isfli^nce in l^rogen&tion has already been oentioned. The adsorptitm 
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and promoting influence of Yanadium tetroxide-oalcium oxide has been shown. 
In view of the diverse acti<m of these cheaioally similar oxides of 
the alkaline earth metals it was decided to investigate their behavior in 
cuprous ozide-TKBadium tetroxide ndxtures as catalysts for the hydrogenatiwai 
of furfural and aoetophwuaie# Care was exercised in obtaining pure samples 
of these oxides as described in the seotion on the preparation of promoters* 
Ibtlf mole qtamtities of the hydrogen aeoeptors were used. The catalysts 
eontaiaed 0>70 g« of euprous oxide, 0.35 g. of TanadiuB tetroxide, and 
0.012S i!»le of eaoh of the alkaline earth oxides. The total deorease of 
presawe, the aetual deorease In pressurn starting fro® the initial pres­
sure reading at room temnerature, has been plotted against time, starting 
with sero ainutes at 117^ C» The results haire been stosmrixed in Table IS 
and tlM eurves are shown is Figure 6, using furfural as the aoeeptor^ and 
Figure 7, using aoetophenone as the aoeeptor. The niniam tesperature of 
reaction was 140® to 145® C. for all the catalysts except Cu20-7204-Ba0 la 
the !^rogenation of fiarfural. This eacoeption had a mininum starting 
tewperature of IS{^ C. A.11 catalysts used in the hydrogenation of aoeto-
phenone had a )Biai»u» starting temperature of 120^ to 130^ C. ^e tiae 
required for the consuiaption of 0.45 noles of hydrogen was not deter&dned 
beeause tl»» total deorease of pressure was plottedi howsvsr, the tiae 
required tor tiM oonsuaption of 370 p.s.i* was found to be oonvenient for 
6(»^rifig the rates of reaction. 
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TABLS 16 
Alkftllne iBi&rth Oxides as Proi^ters for 
Proaoter' 
(0.012s 
0K>le) 
%drogen 
aeeeptor 
Minutes at 
dp » 370 
ifoles of 
E2 used 
Meo Furfural 69 0.645 
Aoetophenone - 0.058 
eaO Furfural 32.5 0.S12 
Acetophonone 64 0.4S0 
SrO«E Furfural - 0.206 
Aoetophenone - O.SOl 
BaO Furfural 26 0.473 
Aoetophenone 
-
0.066 
* Catalyst contained O.TOg. CU2O, 0»35g, ?2®4» 0.0125 mole of alkaline 
earth oxide. 
MagnesliiB oxide promoted the catalyst in the hydrogenation of furfural 
but gave a slow rate as eTidenoed by the slope of the cturre in Figure 6. 
Slnoe its aotivity inoreased with the temperature of the boiBb and the 
moles of hydrogen used were in excess of the amount required for oc^lete 
eoorerslon of fxarfurel to furfuryl aloohol, na^eslum oxide atut promote 
the catalyst in the reduction of furfuryl alcohol. These results using 
mgnesium oxide in the Cu^O-V^O^ catalyst agreed with those of Msnsel 
and Stanerson using the cuprous oxide-aa^esiun oxide catalyst. The 
cuprous oxide-TtMiadiuiB tetroxide^aagnesirm oxide catalyst was ioactiTe 
for th« hydrogenation of aeetoiAenone. 
Caleium oxide was the best proiaoter of all the oxides in the cuprous 
oxide-vanadiura tetroxide catalyst for tlM hydrognaatlon of furfural and 
aoetophenone* It was acre aotive in the hydrogenation of furftw&l than 
aoetophenone. The results of series D show that it can be made to hydro-
-10* 
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Fig. 6, The Effect on the Rate of Hydrogenation of Furfural Using 
the Catalyst CU2O-V2O4 Promoted with the Alkaline Earth Oxides. 
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Fig. 7. The Effect on the Rate of Hydrogenation of Acetophenone Using 
the Catalyst CU2O-Y2O4 Promoted with the Alkaline Earth Oxides, 
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^mate Keetophencme eonpletsly. 
?hr«« of strontlun oxide vere used to pros»>te the eetal^t ia 
tl» hydrogenatiwa of fttrfural. The nusiberfl X, 2, 3 in Figure 6 refer to 
prepar&ticmB ft, b, (wid o respectively (eee Preparation of Promoters). 
Strontim ojdLde prepared trtm preeipitated strontim hydroxide vas used in 
tto oatalj^t for tt» hydrogenation of aoetophe&csie. It iras not an active 
prosioter for euproue oxide-va&adium tetroxide catalyst in the hydrogenati^ 
of furfural or aeetof^enone. Its iRaetivity say, is part, be attributed 
to the rather large particle sise and hardness of the prepared oxide. 
Barium oxide rather remarkably promoted ttM ctiprous oxide-vanadlvsn 
tetroxide in the hydrogenati<»i of furfural but waa praetically inactive for 
aeetophenone* It shoved a low starting ten^rature of reaeticm and a fast 
but ineoiaplete reaction* Slallar observations were nade by Stanerson, using 
o^rous oxideo^riura oxide* 
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CC®CLOSIOHS 
1. fh9 &anpu*ison of cetalytie aotiTlty of oatelysts containing 
cuprous oxideoTsnadium tetroxide-oalcim oxide required careful dryiz^ of 
each constituent and the control of as nany variables as possible* 
Z, Cuprous oxide catalyst prepared by Mensel^s iMthod DV&S analysed 
and contained approximtely 94 per cent Cu^O^ the reminder being water 
of hydration end stetallic copper. 
S. %drogenations using the Parr apparatus re<|uired a correction 
factor for obtaining the tsoles of hydrogen reacting i*ith the l^rdroi^ 
acceptor* Excess hydrogen, over and above that reacting* was retaincKS by 
the contents* Calibration of the bonb showed 0*0&5 arale of hydrogen was 
retained when using a half sole of hydrogen aceeptor and less than two 
graas of catalyst* 
4* &. satisfactory nethod for ccmparing the catalytic activity of 
closely related catalysts was found* 
S* £aereasing the amomit of vanadium tetroxide in the catalyst 
CUgO-VgQ^'-OaO up to a weight ratio of CugO to T2O4 of 10 to S lowered the 
temparature at urtiich roaction started and produced more rapid hydrogenation 
of furfural* the additi^ of Vg04 to Cxa^O-CaO decreased the rate of l^ro-
genation of aeetoi^snone* 
6* Increasing the 4^tmt of caleiun oidLde in tba catalyst Ct^O-TgO^-CaO 
produced an effect on the activity of the catalyst greater than increasing 
the amount of vanadiua tetroxide. It lowered the mini mum teraperature of 
reaction and increased the rate of hydrogenation of furfural* Aoounts of 
eftXeicEB oxide groRter than the weight ratio of CUgO to CaO of 10 to 14 
offer little advantage except a alight increase in the rate. 
7. Increasing the amotmt of catalyst hydrogen 
aooeptor increased the rat© of hydrogenation, 
8. Fiirfural containing four per cent of water decreased the activity 
of the catalyst Ci^O-YgO^-CaO but did not render it iaactive. 
9. The catalyst containing CugO-VgO^-CaO showed higher activity for 
the hydrogenation of furfural than for aoetophenone. 
10. The CugO-TgO^-CaO catalyst was more aetive than an equal weight 
of copper chroaite catalyst for the hydrogenation of furfural but not as 
active for the hydrogenation of aoetophenone and aeetone* 
11. The CUgO-VgO^-CaO oatalyst was cot as active for hydrogenolysis 
as eopper chrmite in changing aoetophenone to ethylbenzene. 
12. The teetperature at the start of the hydrogenation of acetophencme 
ims 56 degrees lower for the eatalysts containing cuprous oxide than for 
copper ehroaaite. 
13. The oatalyst CugOoVg^^"^*^ active for a second hydrogenati<m 
of O.S laole of ao«te]^enon«« whereas CugO-CaO was inactive. 
14. Increasing the anount of oeleiua oxide in the oatalyst CugO-^aO 
increased the rate of hydrogenation of acetofdienone. 
15. Caleiua oxide was the best prosioter of all the alkaline earth 
oxides for the catalyst Cu^O^VgO^ in the hydrogenation of furfural and 
aoetophenone. The catalyst C)^0-V2^4'*^*0 showed exeeptional activity at 
a relatively low temperature for the hydrogenation of furfural but was 
inaetive for the hydrogenation of acetophencme. 
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svmmr 
1. Piarfural, atcotophenone, and aeetone were hydrogenated In th» 
presenea of proiaoted cuprous oxide eatalysta. 
2, th« hydrogenationo were carried out in the liquid phase in a Parr 
hydrogenation api^i^tus at an initial pressure of 1(K)0 p.s.i. and tempera-
ttaMis tip to 200® C, 
8, The method of cosiparing eatalytio activity of cloaely allied 
catalysts W«B de-veloped and produoed satisfactory results. 
4. Analysis of tJ» cuprous oxide catalyst showed that small ai]K>\mta 
of water of hydration and metallic copper were preswit. 
5, In order to detenrdn© the nmber of ^ les of hydrogen reacting 
with the hydrogen acceptor the bomb was calibrated by hydrogenating aoet<me« 
Xnereasing the proportion of Ta&aditm tetroxide in the eatalynt 
CugO-TgO^-CaO up to a weight ratio of Cu20 to ¥204 of 10 to S (optimaa) 
increased the rate of hydrogenation of furfural and lomred the inlnimaa 
te«peratiare of reaeticm. 
7. farying tl» proportion of calcium oxide in the eatalyet CugO-TgO^+^JaO 
oaused a pnmouneed effect on the temperature at the start of reaetion and 
the rate at i^ich acetophenone and furfural were hydrogenated. Increasing 
proportions lowered the temperature and produoed aore rapid rates. The 
might ratio of of lOilO wa« caasidered wry satisfactory and 
eonvenieat. Higher proportions of calcium oxide inereaeed the rate, but 
also caused difficulty in mixing. 
8. Vanadium tetroxide was found to stabilise the cuprous oxide-
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e&loiuR oxide eatftljrst in th« hydrogenation of aoetophe&o&«* 
8. fh» C«^0-Tg0^»C*0 oatnlyst was found to ofttftlyt* th« hydrog«BRti«m 
of furfural containing water, but the rat# of the reaction mis ouch slower 
than with dry furfural. 
10. The alkulinc earth oxides were tried as prosoters for the hydro-
genation of furfural and acetophenone in the presence of cuprous oxide-vanadlun 
tetroxide. Caloima oxide was found to be the best. 
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